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I. Parties

1. The Plaintiff, Nancy Perzanowski, is a person whose domicile is 115 Steiger Drive,

Westfield, Hampden County, Massachusetts, whose application for MassHealth has been denied,

and who has received an adverse Fair Hearing Decision ("Hearing Decision").

2. The Plaintiff executed a durable power of attorney on November 13, 2008, empowering her

son, Alan Perzanowski, also known as Alan Persanowski, of Westfield, Massachusetts, as her

attorney-in-fact, and he has represented her in such capacity during the MassHealth application

and appeal processes, including this action.



3. Defendant Marylou Sudders is Secretary of the Executive Office of Health and Human

Services of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (the "EOHHS"), which has its office at One

Ashburton Place, 11th Floor, Boston, Massachusetts, and she is responsible for the

administration of that Executive Office including its determinations of MassHealth eligibility for

residents of Massachusetts, including the Plaintiff. Under M.G.L. c. 118E §1, the EOIIHS is the

single state agency responsible for the implementation of federal Medicaid law.

4. Defendant Daniel Tsai is Director of the Office of Medicaid (the "Office of Medicaid")

and Assistant Secretary for MassHealth of the Executive Office of Health and Human Services

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which has offices at One Ashburton Place, 11th Floor,

Boston, Massachusetts, and he is responsible for the administration of that office, including its

supervision of the administration of the MassIIealth program throughout Massachusetts, and

decisions concerning MassHealth eligibility in the administrative "fair hearing" process. The

Office of Medicaid was formerly known as the Division of Medical Assistance.

5. Defendant Maura Healey is the Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

and has offices at One Ashburton Place, Boston, Massachusetts.

II. Jurisdiction

6. This appeal is brought pursuant to 130 C.M.R. 610.092 and M.G.L. c. 30A, § 14, in

which the Plaintiff appeals from an adverse Hearing Decision of the Office of Medicaid dated

February 26, 2015. Under 130 CMR 610.091(3) the Plaintiff had the right to request a rehearing

within 14 days of the date of the Hearing Decision, and made such a request on March 10, 2015,

which was denied on June 4, 2015. The denial of the request was received on June 8, 2015,

triggering a 30-day deadline for filing this action.



7. This appeal is also brought pursuant to M.G.L. c. 214 §1, 42 U.S.C. §1983 and 42

U.S.C. §1988.

8. This appeal is also brought pursuant to M.G.L. c. 30A, §7 and M.G.L. c. 231 A.

III. Procedural Issues

9. On or about February 4, 2014, the Plaintiff was admitted to a nursing home in

Massachusetts.

10. On or about April 17, 2014, the Plaintiff filed an application for MassHealth long term

care with the Office of Mcdicaid, seeking MassHealth benefits as of February 5, 2014.

11. On or about June 2, 2014, the Plaintiff received a MassHealth denial that did not provide

the reasons for the denial, as required under 130 CMR 610.026(A)(2), 42 C.F.R. §431.210(b)

and Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970).

12. On June 16, 2014, the Board of Hearings received the Plaintiffs timely request for a fair

hearing.

13. MassHealth regulations at 130 CMR 610.015(D)(1) requires that "(1) [t]he hearing

officer must render a final decision within forty-five (45) days of the date of request for a hearing

when the issue under appeal is ... (a) the denial or rejection of an application for assistance."

14. On February 26, 2015, the Hearing Decision was issued by the Hearing Officer, and did

not comply with the deadlines established by 130 CMR 610.015(D)(1) because it was issued two

hundred fifty-five (255) days after the Board of Hearings had received the Plaintiffs request for

a fair hearing. This extensive delay was entirely caused by the procedures of the Office of

Medicaid and its subservient Board of Hearings.

15. The Hearing Officer made a determination that all of the trust's assets in the Plaintiffs

irrevocable trust were countable assets under 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d).
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16. The primary issue in this appeal is related to the undefined word "available" in the

MassHealth regulations at 130 CMR 520.023.

17. The Hearing Officer misinterpreted the recklessly vague MassHealth regulation at 130

CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d), in part because of the proper definition of "available" was intentionally

removed from MassHealth regulations by the Office of Mcdicaid on January 1, 2014.

IV. Evolution of Federal Medicaid Trust Law

18. The Supreme Judicial Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has concluded, in

Cohen v. Comm'r of Div. of Med. Assistance, 423 Mass. 399, 410 (1996), that the 1985 changes

in federal Mcdicaid trust law were meant to allow the implementation of Restatement (Second)

of Trusts s. 156 (1959) by state Medicaid programs.

19. Before the 1985 changes in federal Medicaid trust law, a settlor could place the settlor's

assets in trust for the settlor and grant the trustee complete discretion to distribute principal back

to the settlor; the assets held in that type of trust were not counted as assets of the Medicaid

applicant. "[P]rior to 1986 some irrevocable trusts simply allowed complete discretion in the

trustee without any further specification." Cohen at 409. Such a trust, however, would not have

been effective against a creditor under state debtor-creditor laws, so to eliminate this loophole in

the law, whereby "[t]he grantor could have his cake and eat it too," Congress changed federal

Medicaid law to allow states to implement their debtor-creditor laws against that type of trust.

Cohen at 403.

20. The 1985 Congressional intention of authorizing scrutiny of irrevocable trusts under state

debtor-creditor laws remained unchanged when the 1993 federal law changes were made, but the



1993 federal law, unlike 1985 federal law, required states to comply with federal Medicaid trust

law.

21. Despite making changes to basic Medicaid law under the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005,

Congress has not made any changes to federal Medicaid trust law since 1993.

V. The Office of Medicaid Has Recklessly Denied Due Process

22. In recent years, on MassHealth applications involving irrevocable trusts, a general denial

has been given to the MassHealth applicant, with the actual reasons for the denial not being

given to the MassHealth applicant even upon specific request. Only at the time of the scheduled

fair hearing is the appellant provided with the actual reasons for the denial, in the form of a

lengthy, misleading, quote-laden, quasi-evidentiary submission from the Office of Medicaid

(hereinafter referred to as the "'MassHealth Essay"). The MassHealth Essay always needlessly

includes the appellant's Social Security number.

23. The Board of Hearings is a part of the Office of Medicaid, and the hearing officers at the

Board of Hearings arc aware that the MassHealth Essay could not be continually withheld from

applicants and submitted at fair hearings unless sueh actions were sanctioned by the Director of

the Office of Medicaid and condoned by the Director of the Board of Hearings, who reports

directly to the Director of the Office of Medicaid.

24. The Plaintiff has been subjected to unreasonable delays in violation of the Medicaid Act,

which requires that a state plan for medical assistance "must. . . provide that all individuals

wishing to make application for medical assistance under the plan shall have opportunity to do

so, and that such assistance shall be furnished with reasonable promptness to all eligible

individuals." 42 U.S.C. § 1396a(a)(8). Federal regulations implementing this requirement



provide that a state Medicaid agency must "furnish Mcdicaid promptly to recipients without

delay caused by the agency's administrative procedures." 42 C.F.R. § 435.930. The MassHealth

regulation at 130 CMR 501.009 states that applicants "have the right to the timely provision of

benefits," and one of the grounds for appeal under 130 CMR 610.032(A)(8) is the "failure of the

MassIIcalth agency to aet upon a request for assistance within the time limits required by

MassHealth regulations." The Office of Medicaid has violated the Plaintiffs rights to reasonable

promptness because the MassHealth Essay was withheld from the Plaintiff until the time of the

fair hearing and the Hearing Decision was not rendered during the time standards that were

implemented by the Office of Medicaid in its own MassHeallh regulations.

VI. Current Federal Medicaid Trust Law and MassHealth Regulations At Issue

25. The proper review of irrevocable trusts for countability is set forth in 42 USC §

1396p(d)(3)(B)(i), which states: "In the case of an irrevocable trust, if there are any

circumstances under which payment from the trust could be made to or on behalf of the

individual, the portion of the corpus from which, or the income on the corpus from which,

payment to the individual could be made shall be considered resources available to the

individual."

26. The Hearing Officer reviewed the irrevocable trusts in this case under 130 CMR

520.023(C), which reads, in its entirety:

''(C) Irrevocable Trusts.

(1) Portion Payable.

(a) Any portion of the principal or income from the principal (such as interest) of
an irrevocable trust that could be paid under any circumstances to or for the
benefit of the individual is a countable asset.



(b) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust made
to or for the benefit of the individual are countable income.

(c) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust made
to another and not to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident are
considered transfers of resources for less than fair-market value and are treated in
accordance with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 520.019(0).

(d) The home or former home of a nursing-facility resident or spouse held in an
irrevocable trust that is available according to the terms of the trust is a countable
asset. Where the home or former home is an asset of the trust, it is not subject to
the exemptions of 130 CMR 520.007(G)(2) or 520.007(G)(8).

(2) Portion Not Payable. Any portion of the principal or income from the principal
(such as interest) of an irrevocable trust that could not be paid under any
circumstances to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident will be
considered a transfer for less than fair-market value and treated in accordance
with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 520.019(G)."

27. In viewing 130 CMR 520.023(C), even though the heading of (1) reads "Portion

Payable,'1 the Hearing Officer made an invalid interpretation of section (d) to conclude in the

Hearing Decision that even where an irrevocable trust does not allow any distribution to the

MassHealth applicant, if the home or former home of the MassHealth applicant is an asset of the

trust, the home is automatically deemed to be a countable asset and no determination ever needs

to made as to whether principal or income is distributable by the trustee to or for the MassHealth

applicant. Such a determination is in violation of federal Medicaid trust law that the Office of

Medicaid is required to implement.

28. The Hearing Officer ruled that the MassHealth applicant's home was "available" to her

due to its usage as her home, as the Office of Medicaid had argued in its MassHealth Essay in the

absence of any current MassHealth regulatory definition of the word '"available." The Hearing

Officer in this case stretched the vagueness of the regulation into the untenable ruling that all of

the irrevocable trust's assets, not just the home, were countable, as all of the other assets of the

trust could be sold and the proceeds used to make improvements to the "available" home.
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29. The proper context of the word "available," where the opening paragraph in 130 CMR

520,023 states that the review process be limited to "any circumstances described in the terms of

the trust,1' would focus on whether the principal or income of the irrevocable trust is distributable

to or for the MassHealth applicant.

30. Before January 1, 2014, the Office of Mcdicaid had an official, published position on

what the term "available" meant in its trust regulations. Before January 1, 2014, under the

''Definition of Terms" in 130 CMR 515.001, the term "available" was defined as "a resource that

is countable under Title XIX of the Social Security Act." The Office of Medicaid chose not to

disclose this information to the Hearing Officer.

31. Since January 1, 2014, the word "available" has no longer been defined anywhere in the

MassHealth regulations, and the manipulation of the MassHealth regulations by the Office of

Medicaid as of January 1, 2014 has allowed its lawyers to make arguments that they previously

knew they could not ethically advance under federal Medicaid trust law and the prior-existing

definition of "available" at 130 CMR 515.001.

32. The lawyer representing the Office of Medicaid violated the duty of candor to the tribunal

by not disclosing the pre-2014 definition of the word "available" to the Hearing Officer.

33. The federal Medicaid trust law at 42 USC 1396p(d)(2)(B)(i) does not make reference to

usage of principal as making the principal available; rather, it deals with actual payment from the

trust: "if there are any circumstances under which payment from the trust could be made to or

for the benefit of the individual, the portion of the corpus from which, or the income on the

corpus from which, payment to the individual could be made shall be considered resources

available to the individual, and payments from that portion of the corpus or income." (emphasis

added)



34. To the extent that the usage of the home could be viewed as a payment from an

irrevocable income-only trust, it would be an income payment because the principal of the trust

is not being consumed by merely living there.

35. A key MassHealth regulation at 130 CMR 515.002(8), cited in the MassHealth Essay,

provides an overarching regulatory requirement that was ignored by the Hearing Officer in

rendering the Hearing Decision: "These regulations are intended to conform to all applicable

federal and state laws and will be interpreted accordingly." In addition, in the MassHealth

regulations at 130 CMR 520.021, entitled "Treatment of Trusts," the MassHealth trust

regulations themselves anticipate misinterpretation or their own overreach by stating: "In the

event that a portion of 130 CMR 520.021 through 520.024 conflicts with federal law, the federal

law supersedes."

36. Nowhere in federal Medicaid trust law or federal SSI trust law is the countability of an

irrevocable trust evaluated based upon its investment portfolio, but if the Plaintiffs home had

been sold before the MassHealth application had been filed, and the proceeds had then been held

in the irrevocable trust, none of the assets in the Plaintiffs irrevocable trust would have been

treated as countable under the Hearing Officer's strained reading of the MassHealth regulation at

130CMR520.023(C)(l)(d).

37. The long-standing position of the Division of Medicaid Assistance, now known as the

Office of Medicaid, regarding irrevocable trusts was established in a legal policy statement dated

4/29/1992, entitled "Transfer and Trust Issues Reconciliation of Department Policy," attached as

"PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT A," where the standard of review, similar to Restatement (Second) of

Trusts s. 156, was simply that a trust was "countable up to the limit of the trustee's discretion to

distribute it to the applicant." The Plaintiff knows of no other official position statement made



by the agency since that time, and the MassHealth Essay does not seem to be an official agency

position, as no version of the MassHealth Essay has ever been published or otherwise made

publicly available by the Office of Medicaid.

VI. The Board Of Hearings, in Rendering the Final Decision of the Office of Medicaid, Has
Issued Inconsistent Decisions Regarding What "Available" Means in 130 CMR
520.023fCXl)(d)

38. The Plaintiff is entitled as a matter of law to reasoned consistency in agency decision-

making by the Office of Medicaid, but decisions in cases involving irrevocable trusts can often

depend on who the hearing officer is that was assigned to the case. "A party to a proceeding

before an agency has a right to expect and obtain reasoned consistency in the agency's

decisions." Boston Gas Co. v. Dep't of Pub. Utilities, 367 Mass. 92, 104 (1975).

39. In Appeal 1402188, attached as "PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT B," decided on November 10,

2014, in approving an irrevocable trust, Hearing Officer Christopher S. Taffe wrote: "I conclude

that under the terms of the Trust, there is no evidence that there is any "portion" of the

Realty Trust which is "payable" to the Appellant; I will note that while the regulation in

130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d) is somewhat vague as to what "available" means in terms of the

former home, the fact that the-entire'Subsection'in the regulation at 130 CMR 520.023(C)(1)

is titled "Portion Payable" suggests that, for there to be a finding of countability and

availability, there must be some circumstances in the trust language which gives an LTC

applicant some colorable claim and ability to receive some form of payment from the resource

in the trust corpus. This is also consistent with 42 U.S.C, §1396p(d)(3)(B)(ii), quoted by

MassHealth in its memorandum, which uses the phrase "...payment from the trust..." to

describe the "any circumstances" test."
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40. The Office of Medicaid chose not to bring Appeal 1402188 to the attention of the

Hearing Officer.

41. In Appeal 1404746, attached as "PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT C," decided March 30, 2015,

Hearing Officer Thomas J. Goode ruled that the home or former home of the applicant in a trust

should not be treated differently than other assets, and ruled that the home and other assets in the

trust were not countable: "I disagree with the MassHealth position that because appellant's

former residence is "available" to the spouse under the terms of the Trust, it is therefore

countable under 42 U.S.C. 1396p (d)(2)(A)(B) and (C) and under 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d).

In the case of an irrevocable trust, 42 U.S.C. 1396p(d)(3)(B) imposes the "any circumstances"

test under which cither income or principal can be paid to the applicant, and considers available

the amount that could be paid to the individual from income or from the corpus of the trust. ...

MassHealth interprets the word "available" under 520.023(C)(l)(d) to include the equitable title

retained under the life estate interest that allowed Appellant and the spouse the right to use

the property during their lifetime. The MassHealth position implies that by retaining a life

estate interest in the former home under a trust the former .,. home becomes countable.

However, regulation 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d), read within the context of the "any

circumstances" test at 42 U.S.C.1396p(d)(3)(B), requires that Trust property, whether the

former home or not, is "available" such that it would result in Trust principal being paid to the

applicant. ... There is no preclusion under either federal law or MassHealth regulations

restricting an applicant from retaining a life estate interest in the former residence. Therefore,

it would be inconsistent to determine that the former home held in Trust is automatically

countable under 520.023(C)(l)(d) without a finding that, according to the terms of the Trust, the

Trustee can sell the properly, and pay the proceeds to the individual to be used for the benefit of
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the applicant. ... As I have found that there arc no such circumstances under the terms of the

Trust that allow the sale of the former home such that the proceeds, i.e., Trust principal, could be

paid to Appellant or the spouse to be used for the benefit of the applicant/individual, the former

home is not countable.'1

42. The Director of the Office of Medicaid had the right to order rchearings in Appeals

1402188 and 1404746, but did not do so, and let those decisions stand. Thus, where a fair

hearing is the final decision of the agency, and where the agency has a duty of administrative

consistency, it is a violation of the Plaintiffs rights to receive a different result than the

appellants in those cases on the issue of the interpretation of the word "available" in MassHealth

regulations.

VII. The Office of Medicaid Is Not Entitled to Deference

43. The MassHealth Essay made a reckless misstatement of law when it claimed that all state

trust law is to be ignored in the determination of eligibility for Medicaid benefits for long term

care. The federal Medicaid law at 42 USC 1396p(d)(2)(C) specifies only four aspects of state

trust law that may be ignored in determining eligibility:

"(C) .. .this subsection shall apply without regard to—
(i) the purposes for which a trust is established,
(ii) whether the trustees have or exercise any discretion under the trust,
(iii) any restrictions on when or whether distributions may be made from the trust, or
(iv) any restrictions on the use of distributions from the trust."

44. There is no presumption in federal Medicaid trust law about all trusts being countable

assets, and nothing resembling such a point was made by the Office of Medicaid in the four

major trust cases in which extensive briefs of law were filed at the appellate court level in

Massachusetts. No such argument was ever even hinted at in Cohen v. Comm'r of Div. of Med.

Assistance. 423 Mass. 399 (1996), Lebow v. Comm'r of Div. of Med. Assistance, 433 Mass. 171
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(2001), Guerriero v. Commissioner of the Division of Medical Assistance, 433 Mass. 628 (2001)

or Doherty v. Commissioner, 74 Mass. App. Ct. 439 (2009). This new position of the Office of

Medicaid is not entitled to deference. "It is usually the initial not the changed interpretation of a

statute that earns the kind of deference the Commonwealth would need here." Cohen, footnote

18.

45. The Office of Medicaid may have contributed to the Hearing Officer's confusion in that

the Office of Medicaid recklessly misrepresented the federal Medicaid law on the treatment of

trusts at 42 USC 1396p(d). The MassHealth Essay ignored 42 USC 1396p(d)(l) and attributed

the words "available" and "countable" to 42 USC 1396p(d)(2)(B) and 42 USC 1396p(d)(2)(C)

when in fact neither word appears in those sections of the controlling federal statute. Only in 42

USC 1396p(d)(3)(A) and 42 USC 1396p(d)(3)(B) is there a determination of what portion of a

revocable or irrevocable trust is to be considered "countable" or "available." The MassHealth

Essay referred to 42 USC 1396p(d)(3)(B) as the "any circumstances" test while in fact it is really

the "portion of test (emphasis added). Further, the MassHealth Essay totally ignored the fact

that what "....shall be considered resources available to the individual "is the "portion of

the corpus from which payment to the individual could be made ". (emphasis added).

Such an ongoing reckless misrepresentation of law by the Office of Medicaid in the MassHealth

Essay illegitimatizes any of the Office of Medicaid's claims for judicial deference, as this agency

has shown by its own words that it lacks technical competence and specialized knowledge in the

area of federal Medicaid trust law.

46. At this fair hearing, the MassHealth Essay cited a repealed Massachusetts probate law as

though it were current law. The Office of Medicaid's cite in the MassHealth Essay to M.G.L. c.

203, § 25A evinces its lack of knowledge or truthfulness regarding trust law, where such law was
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repealed in 2008, and undercuts any of the Office of Medicaid's claims for judicial deference, as

this agency has shown by its own words that it lacks technical competence and specialized

knowledge in the area of trust law.

47. The MassHealth Essay intentionally ignores that the point of federal Medicaid trust law,

as was discussed in Cohen, was to allow implementation of state debtor-creditor laws. If a

MassHealth denial in this case is upheld due to the existence of the Irrevocable Trust, and if the

nursing home cannot reach the Irrevocable Trust as a creditor of the denied MassHealth applicant

under Massachusetts debtor-creditor laws, then the nursing home cannot eventually be made

whole by suing the denied MassHealth applicant and the Irrevocable Trust. Where in Cohen the

Supreme Judicial Court has ruled that Congress was allowing state implementation of debtor-

creditor laws when it was passing federal Medicaid trust laws, if the Irrevocable Trust in this

appeal cannot be sued to provide for the settlor's support, then the principal of the Irrevocable

Trust cannot be deemed an '"available" asset under federal Medicaid trust law and corresponding

MassHealth regulations.

VIII. The Office of Medicaid Cannot Construe Federal Medicaid Law to Be More Restrictive
Than SSI

48. The MassHealth trust law interpretation in this Hearing Decision is more restrictive than

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) Program procedures and federal law interpretation in the

Program Operations Manual System (the "POMS") of the Social Security Administration. The

Office of Medicaid cannot utili/e a methodology that is more restrictive than that used by SSI.

See Lewis v. Alexander. 685 F.3d 325 (3d Cir. 2012) and 42 U.S.C. § 1396a(a)(10)(C)(i)(III).

49. There is no section in the POMS that would result in the principal of an irrevocable trust

being deemed legally noncountable under federal Medicaid trust law yet treat an asset as being
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nevertheless countable based on its being the Mcdicaid applicant's home or former home, and

the MassHealth regulation at 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d), as interpreted by the Hearing Officer,

is invalid because it involves a methodology that is more restrictive than that used by SST.

50. A home or former home in an irrevocable trust is not considered a resource under SSI law.

The term "resources" is defined for SSI purposes at 416 CFR 1201 as "cash or other l iqu id assets or

any real or personal property that an individual (or spouse, if any) owns and could convert to cash to

be used for his or her support and maintenance." Thus, the intentional action of the Office of

Medicaid as of January 1, 2014 to delete the definition of "available," which had been defined as "a

resource that is countable under Title XIX of the Social Security Act," renders its newly-minted

claims to be in violation of federal SSI law.

IX. The Office of Medicaid Recklessly Fails to Enaage in Administrative Consistency

51. The Office of Medicaid is failing to fulfil l the agency's duties, where under 42 CFR

435.901, "[t]he Medicaid agency's standards and methods for determining eligibility must be

consistent with the objectives of the program and with the rights of individuals under the United

States Constitution, the Social Security Act, title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, section 504

of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and all other relevant provisions of Federal and State laws."

The Office of Medicaid has a duty under all of these laws to treat all MassHealth applicants

fairly and consistently.

52. The MassHealth regulation at 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d) has been in effect for many

years, and there have been many hearing decisions issued by other hearing officers that did not

deem the MassHealth appellant's home or former home to be available and countable, yet the

lawyer representing the Office of Medicaid failed to disclose these final decisions of the agency

to the Hearing Officer, in violation of the duty of candor to the tribunal. In Davila-Bardalcs v.
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Immigration and Naturalization Service. 27 F.3d 1 (1994) the First Circuit of the United States

Court of Appeals stated that the law prohibits an agency "from adopting significantly

inconsistent policies that result in the creation of conflicting lines of precedent governing the

identical situation. ... [T]he law demands a certain orderliness. "

53. The Board of Hearings is apart of the Office of Medicaid, and under M.G.L. c. 118E, s.

48, "[tjhe decision of the referee shall be the decision of the division." Thus, a hearing officer's

decision represents the final position of the Office of Medicaid, and that is why it is a violation

of the duty of administrative consistency to continue to issue eligibility determinations that

ignore and are inconsistent with the previous fair hearing decisions of the agency. Such a pattern

is capable of repetition, yet evading review.

54. The Office of Medicaid has a duty to provide and explain decisions where appellants

prevailed because it has a duty of administrative consistency. An administrative agency must

respect its own precedent, and cannot change it arbitrarily and without explanation, from case to

case. Mende/.-Barrera v. Holder. 602 F.3d 21 (1st Cir. 2010). As a general matter, an agency

cannot treat similarly situated entities differently unless it supports the disparate treatment with a

reasoned explanation and substantial evidence in the record. Lilliputian Systems. Inc. v. Pipeline

and Hazardous Materials Safety Admin.. 741 F.3d 1309 (D.C. Cir. 2014).

VII. A Declaratory Judgment Should Be Entered That 130 CMR 520.023(C)f l)(d) Is an
Invalid Expression of Federal Medicaid Trust Law or Void for Vauueness

55. The MassHcalth regulation at 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d) is invalid as a matter of federal

Medicaid trust law, which simply states, at 42 USC 1396p(d)(3)(B)(i): "if there are any

circumstances under which payment from the trust could be made to or for the benefit of the

individual, the portion of the corpus from which, or the income on the corpus from which,
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payment to the individual could be made shall be considered resources available to the

individual."

56. The word "available" in 130 CMR 520.023 is undefined, and renders 130 CMR

520.023(C)(l)(d) illegally vague, or void for vagueness.

57. When Appeals 1402188 and 1404746 are added to the many other hearing decisions

since 1993 known to the Office of Medicaid that have approved irrevocable trusts which owned

appellants' homes or former homes, it is apparent that there are wildly inconsistent

interpretations of 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d) by hearing officers.

58. The ongoing misinterpretation of the MassHealth regulations at 130 CMR 520.023(C)

regarding irrevocable trusts will tie up the valuable time of courts on similar cases if this Court

does not rule directly on the inapplicability or invalidity of the regulation at issue in this case.

59. The MassHealth regulations are in general sloppily or recklessly written in that the

definition of "Assets" in 130 CMR 515.001 states that the term has the same meaning as

"resources" as defined in 42 U.S.C 1396p(e)(5), but the federal citation should actually be 42

U.S.C 1396p(h)(5), and the definition of "Resources" in 130 CMR 515.001 is "all income and

assets owned by the individual or the spouse" and "has the same meaning as "assets" as defined

in 42 U.S.C. 1396(e)(l), but the federal citation should actually be 42 U.S.C 1396p(h)(l). Even

the regulations governing fair hearings are sloppily or recklessly written, in that the "authority"

section at 130 CMR 610.002 points to 801 CMR 1.03(7), which does not exist, and the subpoena

regulation at 130 CMR 610.052 gives the hearing officer the discretion as to whether to issue a

subpoena, even though the underlying law, M.G.L. c. 30A, §12(3), unequivocally states that

"[a]ny party to an adjudicatory proceeding shall be entitled as of right to the issue of subpoenas."
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(emphasis added) Thus, the technical competence of the Office of Mcdicaid in writing its own

regulations, as well its understanding of administrative law, is necessarily called into question.

VIII. A Declaratory Judgment Should Be Entered That the MassHealth Essay, as Utilized in
the Fair Hearing Process, Is a Violation of Due Process and an Unpromulaated Regulation

60. To the extent that the Office of Medicaid repeatedly enters the MassHealth Essay into

evidence without prior notice to appellants of the reasons for the denial, the Office of Medicaid

engages in an intentional, ongoing violation of due process. Hearing Officers at the Board of

Hearings, which is a part of the Office of Medicaid, condone such action, and do not display

independence from the agency in their due process rulings. Such a due process violation that

occurred in this case is capable of repetition, yet evading review.

61. To the extent that the position of the Office of Medicaid about its interpretation of federal

Medicaid trust law is repeatedly included in the MassHealth Essay yet remains unpublished, such

position amounts to an unpromulgated regulation, in violation of Massachusetts law and federal

Medicaid law.

62. A declaratory judgment should be issued that the MassHealth Essay, as utilized in the fair

hearing process, is a violation of due process and an illegal regulation.

IX. Other MassHealth Applicants with Similar Circumstances May Be Similarly Situated

63. Based on information and belief, there is at least one other MassHealth appellant, in

Appeal 1409671, attached as "PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT D," who is similarly situated, and there

may be others unknown at present to the Plaintiff who are similarly situated, and the Plaintiff

adequately represents such other class members.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays this Court:
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1. Set aside or modify the Office of Medicaid's decision that any part of the principal of the

Plaintiffs irrevocable trust is a countable or available asset of the Plaintiff;

2. Enter a Declaratory Judgment that the MassHealth regulation at 130 CMR

520.023(C)(l)(d) is invalid under federal Medicaid law, illegally vague, or void for vagueness

due to the lack of any published definition for the word "available";

3. Enter a Declaratory Judgment that the Office of Medicaid has a duty of administrative

consistency and must explain its deviation from previous Board of Hearings decisions and not

ignore them;

4. Enter a Declaratory Judgment that there is no presumption in federal Medicaid law that a

trust is a countable asset;

5. Enter a Declaratory Judgment that that the MassHealth Essay, as utilized in the fair

hearing process, is a violation of due process and/or an illegal regulation;

6. Order that the Plaintiff recover her costs and attorney's fees, including under federal law

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 1988; and

7. Grant the Plaintiff such other and further relief as may be just and equitable.

Respectfully submitted on this 30th day of July, 2015.

Nancy Perzanowski, Plaintiff
By her attorney,

Brian E. Barreira, Esq.
118 Long Pond Road, Suite 206, Plymouth, MA 02360
Telephone (508) 747-8282
Fax (508)746-5746
Email: office@southshorelderlaw.com
BBO #544433
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PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT A - Legal policy
statement dated 4/29/1992, entitled "Transfer
and Trust Issues Reconciliation of Department
Policy" (5 pages)



TO:

FROM:
BY:

DATE:

RE:

600 Washington Street, boston,

Joanne McDonald, Director Long Term Care

Jean C, Sullivan, Chief Counsel for Medical Se
Michael H. Coetz, Assistant General Counsel/̂

4/29/1992 •'

Transfer and Trust Issues
Reconciliation of Department Policy

« ~MV several questions have been raised regarding Medicaid'sRecently several que poUcies. These issues have been
transfer of asf®* *Jiv bv the local offices. Following is a
restattmentTf tnt £LtIo£ ratstd with our recommended policy,
Lid a bri/sf analyses.
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transferring assets becomes the optimal choice for only those
applicants who are willing to taXe the risk that they will not
need Medicaid during the period of ineligibility, or who are
willing to place all of their wealth in the hands of their
relatives or trustees.

Question 2 (a): Where a Medicaid applicant transfers resources
to a revocable trust does a disqualifying transfer result; or
available assets based on the ability to revoke the trust; or
both?

Recommendation: We should treat it first as a disqualifying
transfer, and second as a source of available assets. The
transfer of resources to a trust is a disqualifying transfer
subject to the period of disqualification specified at 106 C.H.R.
505.125. This is so regardless of whether the trust is revocable
or irrevocable. If at the end of the period of disqualification
any assets remain in the revocable trust they are treated as
available resources because the applicant can simply revoke the
trust and spend down the resources. If the revocable trust is
revoked before the end of the disqualification period the period
still applies to the individual. If the revocable trust is
revoked after the period of disqualification, the asset shall be
treated as an available asset but may or may not be countable,
depending on the type of asset. Assets held in a revocable trust
after the period of disqualification are always available and
countable.

Some lawyers have argued that a transfer of assets to a revocable
trust is not a transfer (or disposition as stated in 42 U.S.C. §
1396p (c)) because the applicant retains a certain amount of
control over the resources based on his or her ability to revoke
the trust and regain possession of them. This argument ignores
the facts that to place an asset in trust requires an affirmative
act of transferring the asset from" one legal entity to another
with the intended result of removing the asset froa the
applicant's estate. Further, depending on the language of the
trust, this arrangement could place the asset beyond the donor's
control should the trustee liquidate, transfer, or distribute the
asset before the donor can revoke tne trust.

Question (b) : Does the outcome differ if the asset transferred
is a primary residence?

Recommendation: No. A transfer of a primary residence to a
trust is a disqualifying transfer.

Hedicaid policy permits the transfer of a primary residence to
certain individuals listed at 106 C.M.R. 5 505.125 (B)(3). A
trust, whether revocable or irrevocable, is a separate entity

the dor.or a^d is not one of the protected parties to whom a
*p~ ca-* b» -ade without disqualification (unless for a* ̂ * ^«*»* • ™* "•* *"" "



individuals to obtain "^^f^y"tie Commonwealth from theirconcurrent future ^Ugation to repay so long as it

estate. The home remains outsla« id ls who retain legal
remains in trust. In ~S ^Sin Itedioaid eligibility, but also
titX* a'fSure oblation ^repay'th. Commonwealth from th.xr
estate which includes the home.

„ „ » >,ou3e owned by a Kedicaid Qualifying Trust
Que3tion 3 <a>. = "Y»£Se%al£ tnlrefore b. subject to the
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countable?
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4t ̂  the applicant.

Department regulations at 106 C.M.R. 5 505.170 (A)
home of the filing unit ... if ... used as the fc,*.*..^*^
place of residence" as a noncountable asset. Regulations at 106
C.M.R. S 505.160 (I) accords special treatment of an applicant /
recipient's, "former home,"

Federal regulations at 20 CFR 5 416.1212 (a) define a hoae as
"any property in which an individual (and spouse, if any) has an
ownership interest and which serves as the individual's principal
place of residence.91 Therefore a house is not a home for
purposes of determining Medicaid eligibility unless the applicant
/ recipient has an ownership interest in it. Where a house is
owned by. a trust, the house is not considered a home despite the
fact that the applicant / recipient may be a beneficiary of the
trust. Likewise, state 'law (cited above) requires "ownership of
the residence" for any home exemption to apply.

Question b: Is a house owned by a revocable trust a countable
asset, and if so what effect does the revocation of the trust
have on the status of the bouse as a countable asset?

Recomnecdation: A house owned by a revocable trust is a
countable asset. The real property does not receive the special



•1
treatment accorded a hone, because the applicant / recipient does
not own it, the trust does. The assets of a revocable trust (for
as long as they are in a revocable trust) are considered
available as long as the applicant / recipient retains the power
to revoke the trust and regain possession of the assets. If the
trust is revoked, however, the property is owned by the applicant
/ recipient again, and should be treated prospectivelv (after the
.period of disqualification) as if the trust never existed. The
property may then qualify for treatment as a home if it serves as
the applicant's / recipient's primary residence, or meets the
"intent to return" test under 106 C/M.R. 505.160. (I). If the
individual does not reside in the property and does not intend to
return, it becomes a countable piece of real estate subject to
the provisions of 106 C.M.R. 505.160 (I) requiring a good faith
effort to liquidate the assets.

Question 4- (a): If an applicant / recipient vtxo owns a house
creates a life estate is there a disqualifying transfer? 106
C.M.R. 5 505.125.

Recommendation: Yes, unless the remainder interest is
transferred to one of the parties to whom a home can be
transferred without a period of ineligibility who are listed at
106 C.M.R. 5 505.125 (B)(3).

A life estate is created when a property owner separates the
ownership of the property into a present interest — the life
estate, and a future interest - the remainder. The owner of the
life estate has full rights to use property until they die. Upon
the death of the owner of the life estate the remaindermen become
full owners of an undivided interest. In Hedicaid eligibility
determinations the common case is one in which an owner of
property deeds a life estate to themselves and a remainder
interest to a relative.

In the common situation where the applicant retains ownership of
the life interest and transfers the remainder interest, the
applicant is subject to a period of ineligibility equal to the
number of the months that would result from dividing the equity
value of the remainder interest by the average monthly private
pay cost of nursing home care or thirty months whichever is less.
106 C.M.R. 505.125. (See next question regarding the valuation
of "remainder" interest).

Question 4 (b) : If an applicant / recipient owns a life estate
in a house and leaves the bouse without intending to return to it
is the life estate a countable asset?

Recommendation: Yes. A life estate is a separate interest in
real property that can be sold. If an individual leaves a house
in v'r.ich he or she owns a life estate for reasons other than to
enter an institution, the house becomes a countable asset* 106
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Bruce Sullen
Ardith WieworXa
Medicaid Legal Unit

:Tr.e Department is currently considering which actuarial
ze.bl.es to use in making these determinations.



PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT B - Fair Hearing
Decision 1402188 (19 pages)



APPEAL DECISION

Appeal Decision: APPROVED IN PART;
DENIED IN PART;
REMAND

Issue:

Decision Date:

MassHealth Reps.

Hearing Location:

NOV 10 2014 Hearing Dates:

Appellant Reps.

Aid Pending:

J. Sherman &
R. Olivera

Taunton MassHealth
Enrollment Center

LTC- Multiple
Trusts - Excess
Assets - Annuity
Purchase - DQ
Transfer

04/17/2014 &
05/15/2014

E. Correira, Esq. &
D,Correira,Esq,

No

Authority

This hearing was conducted pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 118E, Chapter 30A,
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

Jurisdiction

Through a notice dated January 22, 2014, MassHealth denied Appellant's request for Standard
Long-Term Care benefits and announced a penalty period to be determined based on a $32,434.48
amount. See Exhibit 3; 130 CMR 515.008; 130 CMR 516.001; 130 CMR 516.006; 130 CMR
520.018.

Appellant, through her attorney, filed a timely request for a Fair Hearing with the Board of Hearings
on February 14, 2014. See Exhibit 1 and 130 CMR 610.015(8). The appeal request was initially
dismissed by the Board of Hearings on February 20, 2014 due to the failure to submit a copy of the
notice being appealed; this dismissal was subsequently vacated when Appellant's counsel
submitted a copy of the January 22, 2014 notice. See Exhibits 2 and 3; 130 CMR 610.034; 130
CMR 610.035; 130 CMR 610.048.

A hearing was initially scheduled in this matter on April 17, 2014. See Exhibit 4. At the first
hearing date, the MassHealth Representative indicated that the first denial notice of January 22,
2014 had been issued prematurely as there was a trust issue and that MassHealth wanted to amend
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its decision. At this first hearing, MassHealth presented a copy of a new notice, dated April 15,
2014, which was marked as Exhibit 12, and which MassHealth indicated was effectively replacing
the earlier denial notice dated January 22, 2014. The April 15, 2014 notice, indicated that the
applicant was not eligible for LTC benefits because "four available assets of $313,986.40 exceed
the Masshealth limit of $2000.00. Also you have transferred assets totaling $32,434.48. 'Penalty to
be determined once assets reduced " Sec Exhibits 12 and 13. MassHealth also, presented a legal
memorandum (Exhibit 9) regarding the analysis of the trust(s) at the first hearing date.

At the first hearing date on April 17, 2014, the Appeal Representative (who was appearing
telephonically) confirmed that Appellant would want to appeal the more recent (April 1,5th) notice,
even though neither he nor the Appellant had yet received this amended denial notice. The Hearing
Officer indicated that he would take jurisdiction over the April 15, 2014 notice opted to continue
the hearing to a second date per 130 CMR 610.'072 to allow both parties lime to prepare and review
the materials submitted at the first hearing date.2

- - 4
A second hearing date was held on rvlay 15, 2014, Sec Exhibit 14. At the conclusion of the
hearing, the record was left open per 130 CMR 610.081 to allow Appellant time to submit
additional documentation regarding an accounting of one of the trust's assets as well as additional
documentation related to' an annuity. See Exhibit 17.

Challenging a MassHealth denial or determination of the scope of medical assistance is a valid
basis for appeal to the Board of Hearings. See 130 CMR 610.032,

Action Taken by MassHealth

MassHealth denied Appellant's application for LTC benefits due to issues regarding a trust, which
led to a countable asset issue, and an annuity, which had led to a disqualifying transfer issue,

Issues

What portion, if any, of the trust assets are countable and do they raise any issues pertaining to
eligibility for LTC benefits? In addition, does the annuity issue present a problem pertaining to
LTC eligibility and if so, has Appellant taken any corrective action regarding this particular asset?
Based on those issues, what is the earliest possible eligibility date for.Appellant?

• ' : - . ' • * • ' '
Summary of Evidence

1 The MassHealth Representative at the first hearing date indicated that the MEC worker assigned lo the application
had erroneously sent out the first notice at a time when MassHealth should have still waiting for its Legal
Department to opine over the countability of the trust asset before issuing its final determination.
2 At the April 17, 2014 hearing date, the Hearing Officer indicated that there would be an appeal over the second
(April 15, 2014) notice. Despite this indication, on April 25, 2014, the Appeal Representatives filed a formal request
for a hearing on the April 15, 2014 hearing. See Exhibit 13. This second appeal request has been consolidated into
the current appeal request per 130 CMR 610,073 and was not assigned a separate appeal number.
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Summary of Evidence

On September 13, 2013, Appellant was admitted and medically institutionalized in a skilled nursing
facility (SNF). On November 27, 2013, Appellant, then an 86-year old widowed female, filed an
application with MassHealth seeking LTC benefits to assist with payment of her stay in the SNF,
Appellant is a Medicare recipient and, at some point in the past, was seeking a LTC benefit start
date of December 1, 2013.

The denial notices at issue in this appeal mentioned separate eligibility issues involving an annuity
and a series of trusts belonging to or created by Appellant, and they are discussed in greater detail
below:

Annuity
On June 11, 2012, Appellant purchased an annuity at age 84 from American Equity Investment Life
Insurance Company for a premium of $142,141.03. The annuity agreement .called for monthly
payments of $1,328.81 to be made to Appellant over a 10-year period, resulting in 120 payments
totaling $159,457.20, with the first payment beginning on July 11, 2012.

At the time of its initial January 15, 2014 denial notice, MassHealth calculated that this purchase
during the regulatory look-back period (five years prior, to the date of application and
institutionalization, which, in this case, began on and after November 27, 2008) presented a
problem. That is because MassHealth initially calculated that, under the SSA tables, Appellant's
life expectancy would be 6.88 years and she could thus expect to receive in return a total of
$109,706.55 on the annuity during the remainder of her lifetime; such a calculation is required by
the regulation on annuities. Because this $109,706.55 in expected lifetime return was less than the
$142,141.03 purchase price, MassHealth initially believed it had to impose a penalty period for the
difference of $32,434.48 per the applicable 130 CMR 520.007(J) regulation. Using a $300/day
penalty divisor, MassHealth indicated on the initial denial notice that there would be a 108-day
penalty period which would run and expire on March 23, 2014, with potential LTC eligibility
starting the following date.

At the first hearing, MassHealth explained that there were three significant issues which would
have a substantial effect on the original denial notice, and that MassHealth wanted to amend its
denial notice. See Exhibit 13, containing amended notice. The first issue or error was MassHealth
had incorrectly determined Appellant's life expectancy when it used-' 6.88 years in the calculation. '
Per the Social Security Actuarial Life Expectancy tables (entered into the record as Exhibit 7), the
life expectancy of an 84-year old female was 7.26 years, and not 6.88 years.3 As a result, on
Exhibit 8, MassHealth re-calculated and found that an individual with 7.26 years of expectancy
needed to receive a monthly total of $l,631.53/month from an annuity in order to make it
actuarially sound and sufficient under the agency's annuity regulations. Because Appellant was set
to actually receive $1,328.81, MassHealth calculated that the difference over a 7.26 year span
would be $26,374.71 and the penalty amount would be less. See Exhibit 8 for entirety of

3 It is unclear from where this 6.88 years figure was derived, as it appears nowhere in the chart on Exhibit 7.
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calculation, none of which was disputed at hearing.4 [Because of other issues concerning excess
assets discussed infra, MassHealth did not calculate a new penalty expiration date on its amended
denial notice.]

In its memorandum within Exhibit 15, Appellant's counsel indicate that Appellant "does not
dispute Mass Health's separate denial of benefits...related to her purchase of a commercial
annuity...that does not conform to the requirements of 130 CMR 520.007(.J) because of a
miscalculation of life expectancy by a financial planner... " See Exhibit 15 containing Appellant's
Memorandum (with no numbered pages but on page 2). This statement is related to the length of
the annuity payout period.

At the various hearing date, MassHealth stated that there was a more considerable problem with the
annuity which could potentially make the entirety of the annuity purchase disqualifying. Namely,
the annuity, purchased hi June of 2012, did not name the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as the
appropriate primary'beneficiary on the annuity should the.. Appellant predecease the,-final annuity
benefit payment. The, parties agreed that this would cause the entirety of the annuity purchase to
violate 130 CMR $20.007(J)(2)(a) and be disqualifying. During the hearing, the Appeal
Representatives indicated that the member could and would change the primary beneficiary status
to the Commonwealth to prevent such a problem, and the record was left open at the conclusion of
the second hearing date in part to allow Appellant time to make such a corrective document. On
June 19, 2014, Appellant submitted documentation showing that her children were no longer the
primary beneficiaries on the annuity as of May 15, 2014, and that they were only secondary
beneficiaries. The new primary beneficiary was listed as "Commonwealth of MA - Office of
Medicaid, to the extent it has subsidized long term care benefits under the Medical Assistance
Program on behalf of the annuitant. " See change-of-benefieiary paperwork in Exhibit 18.

The third and most significant issue with the original MassHealth decision was mat there were
assets held in a scries of trusts.

Trusts
Prior to issuing the original January 22, 2014 denial notice, MassHealth was aware of the existence
of at least one trust settled by the Appellant, and the agency was awaiting a legal opinion on the
countability of any trust assets as to Appellant at the time it issued that first denial notice on the
annuity. MassHealth testified at the first hearing that the MEC worker initially handling this,
application had prematurely sent out the January 22; 2014 denial notice before, the'Legal'Unit had
finished its review on the trusts.

As of the first hearing date, MassHealth's Legal Unit had completed its determination that the

4 MassHealth never calculated a number of days for the penalty period but did, on the first notice indicate that the
penalty would expire on March 23, 2014. See Exhibit 3, which also verifies that the penalty divisor would be
$300.00/day.
5 While the Memorandum in Exhibit 15 indicated that it would not dispute the $32,438.48 penalty, it is logical to
assume that Appellant would of course more prefer and accept the lesser penalty of $26,374.41, the figure arrived at
when the MassHealth life expectancy math error was removed from the calculation process.
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assets in the trust(s) were countable and, as a result, the April 15, 2014 amended denial notice made
mention of "available assets totaling $313,986.40.

This $313,986.40 in assets referenced on the second April 15, 2014 denial notice is the sum total of
two assets - (1) a real estate property asset valued at $218,000, consisting of Appellant's former
residence, and (2) $95,886.40 in assets within a Franklin Templeton investment account, The home
is held in an irrevocable trust named after Appellant (hereafter referred to as the Realty Trust), and
the investment account is the asset within the other trust which is also named after Appellant with a
nominal reference to being an Income trust (hereafter referred to as the Income Trust), Both of
these two trusts were established by the Appellant on November 17, 2004, prior to the five-year
regulatory look-back period.

The Appellant is the Grantor/Settlor of both trusts, and the named Trustee of both trusts.

Under Article.3 of both Trusts, the Appellant/Grantor has no right to alter, amend, modify or revoke
either trust.

Article 4 of the Realty Trust (titled "Administration During the Grantor's Lifetime"} reads as
follows:

The Trustee shall hold the trust property, together -with any other property, which may be
transferred to the Trustee by the Grantor, in trust for the benefit of the Grantor's descendants
as follows: for the benefit of the Grantor's children... if they are living, or if they are not
living, for the benefit of their then living descendants, per stirpes should any one of them
predecease the Grantor. During the Grantor's lifetime, the Trustee shall apply or apply for
the benefit of the Grantor's beneficiary the net income, but not principal, at least quarterly, so
long as said amount is equal to or in excess of one hundred dollars ($100) and so long as said
beneficiary or the descendant of a beneficiajy is at least eighteen (18) years old. Any
undistributed income shall be added to the next payment period and accumulated with income
from the latter period in order to provide a distribution sum.

Article 4 of the Income Trust (titled "Administration During the Grantor's Lifetime"} reads
differently and as follows:

The Trustee shall hold the trust property, together with any other-property, which may be
transferred to the Trustee by the Grantor, in trust for the benefit of the Grantor as follows:
During the Grantor's lifetime the Trustee shall apply or apply for the benefit of the Grantor
the net income, but not principal, at least quarterly, so long as said amount is equal to or in
excess of one hundred dollars ($100). Any undistributed income shall be added to the next
payment period and accumulated with income from the latter period in order to provide a
distribution sum.

It appears-from a review of the MassHealth Legal memorandum that the arguments and sections
quoted within the MassHealth memorandum were written as if only the terms of the Income Trust
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existed.6

Article 5 of both trusts governs the distribution of trust assets upon Appellant's passing. Article 5.1
of both Trusts gives instructions for such a Power of Appointment and states that the Appellant
retains a power which can be exercised during her lifetime but which may only be used to appoint
the premises or trust to "any one or more of the issue of the Grantor, siblings or the spouses or
surviving spouses of any of the foregoing persons (except the Grantor),., " Article 5.2 states that
any trust assets not appointed under Article 5.1 shall be distributed to Appellant's three children.

Article 6 of both trusts discusses the right to name and remove Trustees.

Article 11 of both trusts discusses the broad powers and authority of the Trustee to deal with the
Trust assets,

Article 13 of both Trusts has an identical section titled "Restrictions Regarding Real Estate" which
reads as follows:

During the lifetime of the Grantor, the Trustees .shall not mortgage, encumber, sell or dispose
of the principal residence or other real estate of the Grantor or interest therein without the
written consent of the Grantor or the Grantor's Executors including her attorney-in-fact, it
being the Grantor's intention to retain such residence and real estate for her benefit during
her lifetime, without the right of partition and without the right to rents

Article 14 of both Trusts has an identical section titled "Reservation of Life Estate " which reads as
follows:

The Grantor reserves the right to the use and occupancy of the real estate during her lifetime,
with the Grantor to pay all maintenance and repairs, water and sewer charges, insurance
charges, and taxes related to said premises, if he (sic) shall so elect. At any time the
Grantor's right of use of the premises shall not include the right collect rent therefrom. In
addition, for further clarification, during the life of the Grantor, she shall have the right to
possession or enjoyment of any real estate, which constitutes the principle residence. Nothing
herein shall be construed to limit the ability of the Trustees to alienate, sell or convey the real
estate or any interest therein, or to lease, mortgage, or demise any or all of the premises, so

• long-as the provisions stated above are met. • ' ••

6 The MassHealth Legal Memorandum describes the assets as though they were held in a single trust, but testimony
revealed that there were actually three trusts. One of the three trusts is a revocable trust that contained no corpus at
any relevant time and requires no further discussion. The MassHealth Representative at the first hearing was aware
of the existence of multiple trusts, but no request WHS made at that tune or subsequently at the second hearing day for
time for MassHealth to amend or clarify its legal analysis. The two irrevocable trusts which are at issue have similar,
if not identical, language for the most part, and while the trusts hold different assets (e.g. one holds a real estate asset,
one holds an investment account), the majority of the arguments presented by MassHealth could logically and
somewhat consistently be applied to both of the trusts. However, the agency's arguments based on Article 4 run into
multiple problems because they are based on incorrect language.
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Article 15 of both Trusts are identical and discuss how the Appellant "...intends that she be treated
as the owner of the Trust Estate (both income and principal) for income tax purposes under one or
more of Sections 671 through 678 of the Internal Revenue Code" and how the Appellant may
"borrow the corpus of income or income of this Trust without adequate security"

The Realty Trust's sole asset in the corpus at all relevant times is the Appellant's former residence,
which was transferred into the Trust in 2004. Testimony at hearing indicated that Appellant has
lived in the residence for some period of time between her 2004 conveyance and her 2013 SNF
admission, and that the Appellant has never collected or received rent from anyone who may have
lived there with her or at separate times.

The Income Trust's corpus has one asset - the Templcton investment account. Appellant's counsel
concedes that Appellant is the income beneficiary of that Income Trust. At hearing, Appellant's
representative indicated that there have been no income distributions made from that Investment
account over -.the years, and that includes a time period spanning the past five years prior to the
application. From November 2008 through March 2014, there have been monthly dividends
totaling $19,950.49 which have been reinvested into the Income Trust and, in its most recent
submission (Exhibit 18), the Appeal Representative conceded that Appellant will not dispute that
her failure to avail herself of that resource would, like the amount at issue for the annuity, constitute
a separate disqualifying transfer in the amount of $19,950.49. See Exhibit 18.7

Both sides raised multiple legal arguments in their respective papers submitted at hearing. The
most pertinent of the arguments will be addressed as needed in the "Analysis and Conclusions of
Law" section below.

Findings of Fact

Based on a preponderance of the evidence, I find the following:

1. On November 17, 2004, the Appellant established two irrevocable trusts - an Income Trust and
a Realty Trust. (Testimony and Exhibits 10, 11, and 15)

2, As verified by a deed filed on December 1, 2004 with the Bristol County Registry of Deeds,
title of Appellant's residence was transferred to the Realty Trust. .This is the only known asset
of the Realty Trust. (Testimony and Exhibits 11 and 15)

7 In its memorandum in Exhibit 9, page 9, fn. 5, MassHealth notes that the failure to distribute income to the
applicant and instead add it back to the principal would possibly be a disqualifying traasfcr of resources under 130
CMR 520.019. The $19,950.49 figure is consistent with the mathematical summary and the records provided by
Appellant's Appeal Representative in Exhibit 18 during tbe Record Open period, which tracks the monthly income
and sums it up by year and for the time period. I have double-checked the math and find it exact and without error.
The period of Nov. 2008 through March 2014 was selected because (1) November 2008 was five years prior to the
Appellant's first application for LTC benefits and (2) March 2014 was the month in which Massllealth's first denial
notice suggested that Appellant may be potentially eligible for LTC benefits.
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a. The value of the real estate, according to the parties, is $218,000. (Testimony and Exhibits
11, 12,13 and 15)

b. Article 4 of the Realty Trust ("Administration During the Grantor's Lifetime") reads as
follows:

The Trustee shall hold the trust property, together with any other property, which may be
transferred to the Trustee by the Grantor, in trust for the .benefit of the Grantor's
descendants as follows: for the benefit of the Grantor's children... if they are living, or if
they are not living, for the benefit of their then living descendants, per stirpes should any
one of them predecease the Grantor. During the Grantor's lifetime, the Trustee shall apply
or apply for the benefit of the Grantor's beneficiary the net income, but not principal, at
least quarterly, so long as said amount is equal to or in excess of one hundred dollars
($100) and so long as said beneficiary or the descendant of a beneficiary is at least
eighteen (18) years old. Any undistributed income shall be added to the next payment
period and accumulated with income frdm the latter period in order to provide a
distribution sum, (Exhibit 11)

3. On December 29, 2004, Appellant authorized the transfer of a Franklin Templcton Investment
Account to the Income Trust. This is the only known asset of the Income Trust, (Testimony
and Exhibits 10 and 15)

a. From November 2008 through March 2014, there have been monthly dividends totaling
$ 19,950.49 which have been reinvested into the Income Trust. (Testimony and Exhibit 18)

b. Article 4 of the Income Trust ("Administration During the Grantor's Lifetime") reads
differently and as follows:

The Trustee shall hold the trust property, together with any other property, which may be
transferred to the Trustee by the Grantor, in trust for the benefit of the Grantor as follows:
During the Grantor's lifetime the Tiitstee shall apply or apply for the benefit of the Grantor
the net income, but not principal, at least quarterly, so long as said amount is equal to or in
excess of one hundred dollars ($100). Any undistributed income shall be added to the next
payment period and accumulated with income from the latter period in order to provide a
distribution sum. (Exhibit 10)

4. Under Article 3 of both Trusts, the Appellant/Grantor has no right to alter, amend, modify or
revoke either trust. (Exhibits 10 and 11)

5. Article 14 of both Trusts has an identical section titled "Reservation of Life Estate" which reads
as follows:

The Grantor reserves the right to the use and occupancy of the real estate during her lifetime,
with the Grantor to pay all maintenance and repairs, water and sewer charges, insurance
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charges, and taxes related to said premises, if he (sic) shall so elect. At any time the
Grantor's right of use of the premises shall not include the right collect rent therefrom. In
addition, for further clarification, during the life of the Grantor, she shall have the right to
possession or enjoyment of any real estate, which constitutes the principle residence. Nothing
herein shall be construed to limit the ability of the Trustees to alienate, sell or convey the real
estate or any interest therein, or to lease, mortgage, or demise any or all of the premises, so
long as the provisions stated above are met. (Exhibits 10 and 11)

6. On June 11, 2012, Appellant purchased an annuity at age 84 from American Equity Investment
Life Insurance Company for a premium of $142,141.03. The annuity agreement called for
monthly payments of $1,328.81 to be made to Appellant over a 10-year period, resulting in 120
payments totaling $159,457.20, with the first payment beginning on July 11, 2012. (Exhibit 6)

7. As of June 11, 2012, the life expectancy of an 84-year old female according to the SSA tables
as 7.26 years. (Testimony and Exhibit 7)

8. As of the first hearing date, the annuity did not name the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as
holding any type of beneficiary interest on the annuity payments if and when the Appellant
passes. (Testimony and Exhibit 6)

a. During the Record Open period, the Appellant submitted proof into the record that the
annuity in question had the primary beneficiary upon death changed, as of May 15, 2014, to
"Commonwealth of MA ~ Office ofMedicaid, to the extent it has subsidized long term care
benefits under the Medical Assistance Program on behalf of the annuitant. " (Exhibit 18)

9. On November 27, 2013, Appellant, then an 86-year old widowed female, filed an application
seeking LTC benefits with MassHealtn with a desired start date of December 1, 2013.
(Testimony and Exhibit 5, 6, 7, and 8)

10. Through a notice dated January 22, 2014, MassHealth denied Appellant's request for Standard
Long-Term Care benefits and announced a penalty period to be determined based on a
$32,434.48 amount. (Testimony and Exhibit 3)

a. Appellant timely appealed the January 22, 2014 notice to the Board of Hearings, leading to
this current appeal. (Exhibits 1 and 3)

b. The January 22, 2014 notice was inadvertently sent out by MassHealth prior to a review of
the various trust instruments and full assessment of countable assets, leading to a
MassHealth need to amend its January 22, 2014 notice. (Testimony)

11. On April 15, 2014, MassHealth issued a new notice on this application, which indicated that the
applicant was not eligible for LTC benefits because "Your available assets of $313,986.40
exceed the Masshealth limit of $2000.00. Also you have transferred assets totaling $32,434.48.
Penally to be determined once assets reduced. " (Testimony and Exhibits 12 and 13)
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a. Appellant submitted a request to the Board of Hearings which was a timely appeal of this
April 15, 2014 re-determination notice. (Testimony and Exhibit 13)

b. At hearing, MassHcalth testified that there was an error regarding the transfer amount of
$32,434.38 announced in the April 15, 2014 and that the amount of the transfer related to
the annuity purchase which would need to be addressed if and when the excess asset was
resolved was $26,374.71. (Testimony and Exhibit 8)

i. The two sides agree that there will potentially be some disqualifying transfer related to
the term of the annuity payouts, which exceed the Appellant's life expectancy according
to the SSA tables. (Testimony and Exhibits 6, 7, 8, and 15)

Analysis and Conclusions of Law

Before .turning to the more substantive issues raised by the parties related to eligibility, 'it is first
noted that there was one claim'raised in Appellant's pre-hearing memorandum (Exhibit 15)
suggesting a procedural due process violation by the agency which was based on the various denial
notices. That argument stated in part that "at this time, MassHealth should be prevented from
challenging [Appellant's] eligibility for long-term care benefits based upon the existence of the
Trusts. MassHealth had already reviewed and approved the Trusts -when it issued the first Denial
Notice. " Leaving aside the fact that the second sentence is simply not factually accurate, I am not
persuaded by that line of argument for multiple reasons. The main reason is that 130 CMR 515.010
is an applicable regulation that effectively allows MassHealth to recover from the Appellant for
LTC benefits that may have been erroneously approved or awarded by the agency. The regulation
reads:

515.010: Recovery of Overpayment of Medical Benefits
The MassHealth agency has the right to recover payment of medical benefits to which
the member was not entitled at the time the benefit was received, regardless of who
wqs responsible and whether or not there was fraudulent intent. No provision under
130 CMR 515.010 will limit the MassHealth agency's right to recover overpayments.

(Emphasis added.)

Thus, even if there was an approval date given on the first.denial notice8 arid even if such an
approval was erroneous or overlooked some eligibility issues, the regulatory law still allows
MassHealth to take any appropriate and corrective administrative action to properly account for any
issues raised by the multiple trusts. Thus, MassHealth should be to amend and correct its position.

Additionally, Appellant also timely appealed the first denial notice to the Board of Hearings,
thereby putting the entirety of the decisions made on this LTC application under the jurisdiction of
the Board of Hearings. In applying the regulations that affect the decision made on this application
for LTC, benefits, the Board of Hearings is not bound by prior administrative mistakes, errors, or

It is noted that there was no approval or start date of benefits in this njalter announced on that first denial notice.
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miscalculations made by either side that have a material effect on the appropriateness of the
requested benefits; instead the Board of Hearings is obligated to apply the law correctly. Sec 130
CMR 610.082(C). To not allow for any such obvious administrative errors to be corrected at the
Fair Hearing level would simply create added inefficiency that would not only fail to serve either
party, but would also violate one of the puiposes of the Fair Hearing Rules. Sec id.; see also 130
CMR 610.065(A)(8) (containing regulatory statements about how Fair Hearing decision outcomes
must be made in accordance with the law).

The Appeal Representative's submission in Exhibit 15 also contains a line of argument and exhibits
suggesting that the memorandum of the MassHcalth attorney in this case may violate Massachusetts
Rule of Professional Conduct 3.3 ("MRPC 3.3") and be representative of the agency's attempt to
"foist a policy scam". In that portion of the Appellant's memorandum, the argument also contains
the following sentence about the MassHealth memorandum: "MassHealth makes several other
interesting arguments but they are not rooted in legal analyses; in fact, they do no rise to the level
of a high school debater, the memorandum is "mere 'gobblygook'" (sic) purported to be the
"brainstorm of an Oxford scholar, " it is no!, it is an embarrassment to the legal profession. " See
Exhibit 15, last two unnumbered pages''in that memorandum and sub-Exhibit 12 of that submission
(containing copy of MRPC 3.3). Because the Board of Hearings is not the proper forum for
resolving claims pertaining to professional conduct, that line of argument will not be further
addressed in this decision.

Turning to the more substantive and developed dispute between the two parties, there appear to be
two general areas of dispute between the parties. The first issue involves whether any part of the
agency's denial can be supported because Appellant has countable assets that exceed the $2,000
asset limit. See 130 CMR 520.003 (announcing $2,000 asset limit for single applicants like
Appellant seeking LTC benefits). If there is such an excess asset issue, then any legitimate issue
related to the second are of dispute - namely any disqualifying transfer - is only a secondary or
future concern, because one cannot fully and properly assess a penalty until the applicant otherwise
reduces assets to become eligible. See 130 CMR 520.004(A)(I) (requiring excess assets issues to
be resolved to obtain eligibility) and 130 CMR 520.019(G)(3) (delaying the start of any penalty
period until a member is otherwise eligible for benefits). If and when there is no excess asset issue,
then and only then does can the issue about a disqualifying transfer of potentially countable assets
be completely handled.1 That two-step frame of analysis is logical, as a single applicant like
Appellant must first show that he or she has assets below $2,000 before a complete decision can be
made as to whether any such-reduction of excess assets-"beyond 'that $2,000 were potentially
disqualifying. See 130 CMR 520.004(A)(l)(a). It is also premature to do the analysis of any

9 See also e-g., BOH Fair Hearing decisions 1402188 and 1203102 (containing examples of Fair Hearing decisions
written by the undersigned Hearing Officer in which the penalty periods were properly increased or decreased to account
for an initial MassHealth miscalculation regarding the scope or number of days within a penalty period).
10 Aside from arguably the last sentence (or run-on set of sentences) quoted from Exhibit 15 within this Analysis
paragraph, I find nothing in the many written pages submitted from both sides that goes beyond the line of zealous
advocacy or which is indicative of the existence of a violation of an ethical or professional norm. For the most part,
I found the writings and arguments submitted by both sides to be thorough, understandable, and made in good faith.
11 In this appeal, due to the faulty notices, MassHcalth prematurely sent out a denial related to the disqualifying
transfers even though it had not yet finished its review of the countability of the potential asset resources in the trusts.
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disqualifying transfer question- when there are excess assets because the spenddown of an excess
asset may, .if not done properly, add to the disqualifying transfer determination. See id
Accordingly, the countability of any resources in trust must be analyzed and eompleted prior to
looking at any issue involving the annuity purchase and/or any other actions possibly related to a
disqualifying transfer.

In determining the countability of assets, certain assets (such as cash, bank accounts, and
securities) are more liquid and tend to lend themselves to easier financial analysis. See 130 CMR
520.007. Generally, real estate-related resources are among the most complicated type of assets
to be analyzed due to the variety of regulations that can apply depending on the circumstances.
See 130 CMR 520.007 through 130 CMR 520.008. However all such assets, when they are put
into a trust or scries of trusts, require additional analysis under the MassHealth trust-related
financial regulations found at 130 CMR 520.021 through 130 CMR 520.024. When a real estate
resource is put into a trust, many of the provisions of the real estate rules in 130 CMR 520.007
and 130 CMR 520.Q08 do not apply.

• • • , . . ' , ! • • VC

Turning to the MassHealth regulations regarding trusts, we find the following:

520.023: Trusts or Similar Legal Devices Created on or after August 11.1QQ3
The trust and transfer rules at 42 U.S.C. 1396? apply to trusts or similar
legal devices created on or after August 11, 1993, that are created or funded
other than by a will. Generally, resources held in a trust are considered available
if under any circumstances described in the terms of the trust, any of the
resources can be made available to the individual.
(A) Look-Back Period for Transfers into or from Trusts. n

(B) Revocable Trusts.

fCI Irrevocable Trusts.
(i) Portion Payable.

(a) Any portion of the principal or income from the principal
(such as interest) of an irrevocable trust that could be paid
under any circumstances to or for the benefit of the individual is
a countable asset.

.... .,.....-. ,- ..(b)- Payments fromthe income or- from the principal of an irrevocabletrust
made to or for the benefit of the individual are countable income,
(c) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust
made to another and not to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility
resident are considered transfers of resources for less than fair-market

12 Although the transfer rules will only come into play later, it is noted here that the transfer of the real estate took
place prior to the beginning of the five year look-back period, and there can thus be no potential disqualifying
penalty issue for the transfer of this real estate interest. See 130 CMR 520.019(B); 130 CMR 520.023(A) and (C)(2)
(containing consistent statements indicating that the look-back period will not reach the 2004 transfer for this 2013
MassHealth application).
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value and are treated in accordance with the transfer rules at 130 CMR
520.019(G).
(d) The home or former home of a nursing-facility resident or
spouse held in an irrevocable trust that is available according to
the terms of the trust is a countable asset. Where the home or
former home is an asset of the trust, it is not subject to the exemptions of
130 CMR 520.007(0(2) or 520.007(0(8).

(2) Portion Not Payable. Any portion of the principal or income from the
principal (such as interest) of an irrevocable trust that could not be paid under
any circumstances to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident will be
considered a transfer for less than fair-market value and treated in
accordance with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 520.019(0).

520.024: General Trust Rules
130 CMR 520.024 applies to trusts whether or not established by will and whether or
n o t established b y t h e individual o r spouse/ ' . . . . . . .
(A) Irrevocable Trust.

(1) The assets and income held in an irrevocable trust established by
the individual or spouse that the trustee is required to distribute to or
for the benefit of the individual are countable.
(2) Payments from the income or principal of an irrevocable trust established by
the individual or spouse to or for the benefit of the individual are countable.
(3) The assets and income held in an irrevocable trust established by other than
the individual or spouse that the trustee is required to distribute to the individual
are countable.
(4) Payments from the income or the principal of an irrevocable trust established
by other than the individual or spouse to the individual are countable.

(B) Home in Trust: Community-Based Individuals. For an applicant or member who is
not a nursing-facility resident, the principal place of residence held in a revocable or
irrevocable trust is a noncountable asset...
(C) Home in Trust: Cure.

(1) If the MassHealth agency has denied or terminated MassHealth because the
home or former home in trust is considered an excess asset, the MassHealth
agency will rescind that action if the home or former home has been removed
from the trust and returned to the nursing-facility resident in accordance with the
full cure rules at 130 CMR 52O.oi9(K).
(2) When the home or former home is removed from a trust, as determined by
the MassHealth agency, the MassHealth agency will redetermine eligibility using
the rules at 130 CMR 520.007(0X8) and the full cure rules at 130 CMR
520.oi9(K).
(3) When the home or former home has been removed from the trust, the
MassHealth agency may place a lien in accordance with 130 CMR 515.012....

(Emphasis added.)
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With regard to the real estate property in the Realty Trust, I find sufficient evidence to conclude
that the terms of the Realty Trust simply do not allow for any "portion pay able" of the trust asset
to be given to the Appellant. In contrast to the Income Trust, the Appellant is not listed as either
an income beneficiary or a principal beneficiary on this Realty Trust.

The MassHealth argument in its memorandum in Exhibit 9 is unsound, as it states in its "Facts"
section that "Pursuant to Article 4, the applicant is also the Beneficiary of the Trust and it states
that during this applicant's lifetime, the Trustee shall pay or apply for the benefit of the
applicant the Trust Income, but not the principal, a least quarterly". That statement is not
consistent with what Article 4 of the Realty Trust actually says. Instead the Realty Trust reads as
follows:

"The Trustee shall hold the trust property, together with any other property, which may be
transferred to the Trustee by the Grantor, in trust for the benefit of the Grantor's
descendants as follows: for the benefit of the Grantor's children... if they are. living^ or if
they are-not living, for the benefit of their then living descendants, per stirpes should any
one of them predecease the Grantor. During the Grantor's lifetime, the Trustee shall apply
or apply for the benefit of the Grantor's beneficiary the net income, but not principal, at
least quarterly, so long as said amount is equal to or in excess of one hundred dollars
($100) and so long as said beneficiary or the descendant of a beneficiary is at least
eighteen (18) -years old. Any undistributed income shall be added to the next payment
period and accumulated with income from the latter period in order to provide a
distribution sum. " (Exhibit 11)

The first sentence quoted above from Article 4 identifies the class of beneficiaries on this Realty
Trust to be the. Grantor's descendants. The second sentence, although it uses the somewhat
confusing term "Grantor's beneficiary",171 does nothing to redefine the class of beneficiaries so
that it now includes the Grantor. Accordingly, in this case, 1 find the Appeal Representative
correctly argues and points out that the Appellant is neither an income beneficiary nor a principal
beneficiary of the Realty Trust. There is no other language in the Realty Trust which shows how

13 There does appear to be a drafting flaw, as the term "Grantor's beneficiary" instead of "beneficiary(ies)" creates
some ambiguity due to the likely unnecessary reference of the word "Grantor's". However, MassHealth did not
explain or show how the term "Grantor's beneficiary" could be interpreted as being the Grantor based on any other
language in this or other Articles of the Realty Trust, especially as there.are no .rights or sections .about amending the

"class of beneficiaries, More importantly any interpretation of that second sentence as making the Grantor a
beneficiary would make the trust completely inconsistent, as it would clash and create a huge inconsistency with the
sentence that immediately precedes it which chose not to name and include the Grantor. Thus the argument put forth
by MassHealth on this point is not persuasive.
Per fh. 6, it appears that the MassHealth arguments and memorandum may better apply only to the terms in the
Income Trust. However, the MassHealth Representative (s) from the MEG, prior to the first April 2014 hearing, were
well aware of the existence of multiple trusts as it was MassHealth who mentioned the number of the trusts to the
Hearing Officer on that first hearing day. It was assumed that the MassHealth memorandum provided on that day
would speak to all of the trusts. It did not and MassHealth made no effort at either hearing date to indicate that the
analysis would have to be revised. As MassHealth prepared a denial notice on April 15, 2014 mat indicated mat
botli of the two trusts's assets should be countable, it is not too much to expect that the memorandum produced on
April 17, 2014 should have addressed all of the trusts at issue, including the Realty Trust.
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Appellant may be able to receive some "portion payable " from the Realty Trust. She is not
entitled to any rents from the Realty Trust per Article 14, and she has no alienable life estate
interest. There is no language indicating a right to amend or change the beneficiaries. There is
also no ability to liquidate or convert the trust corpus into something (e.g. an annuity) which
would then in turn produce income or other aid for the Appellant, as she is not an income
beneficiary. There is also no evidence presented in the record which shows that Appellant is not
abiding by the terms of the trust and that therefore the terms of the trusts are being followed and
used by the Appellant/Trustee or family in an arbitrary' manner (i.e. there is no evidence that
Appellant is collecting rent from the property, which would be a violation of later Articles of the
Realty Trust, etc.). I also find nothing in 130 CMR 520.024 which applies to this case and makes
any part of the real estate resource in the Realty Trust countable to the Appellant.

Therefore, I conclude that under the terms of the Trust, there is no evidence that there is any
"portion" of the Realty Trust which is "payable" to the Appellant; I will note that while the
regulation in 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d) is somewhat vague as to what "available" means in
terms of the former home,1 the fact that the'-entire'subsection 'in the regulation at 130 CMR
520.023(C)(1) is titled "Portion Payable" suggests th'at, for there to be a finding of countability
and availability, there must be some circumstances in the trust language which gives an LTC
applicant some colorable claim and ability to receive some form of payment from the resource in
the trust corpus. This is also consistent with 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)(3)(B)(ii), quoted by
MassHealth in its memorandum, which uses the phrase "...paymentfrom the trust... " to describe
the "any circumstances" test. As to this particular Realty Trust, I agree with the arguments raised
by the Appeal Representative that the remainder of the Realty Trust is particularly written and
structured so that no sueh circumstances exist.

Although both sides, particularly MassHealth, touch on many understandable public policy and
purpose-type arguments about the roles of trusts, the rights of trust creators, and/or how self-
settled trusts may (or may not) affect individual Medicaid eligibility, I find that majority of the
arguments raised by both sides stray too far from the "portion payable " argument of 130 CMR
520.023(C)(1) and I find no need to address them all in much greater detail due to the language
in Article 4 and the remainder of the Realty Trust. However, as I ruled in favor of Appellant, I
will briefly discuss the more salient of the MassHealth arguments which I do not find persuasive
on this particular trust.

I find the tax consequences power, such as the applicant's ability to claim the property oh her
personal tax return under Article 15, as that does not result in making the real estate asset
"payable" to the applicant. Further, with regard to the borrowing powers in Article 11 of the
Trustee, 1 will note that any sort of hypothetical loan would not turn the trust corpus over to the
applicant; instead the Appellant would hypothetically have a new resource but also a

14 The introductory statement to 130 CMR 520.023 states in part, after quoting 42 U.S.C. §1396p, the following:
" ...Generally, resources held in a trust are considered available if under any circumstances described in the terms
of the trust, any of the resources can be made available to the individual. " The use of the word "available" in the
last clause is aot particularly helpful in offering guidance of how to interpret the word "available " earlier in that
sentence.
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corresponding debt. Perhaps more importantly, as Appellant is not any type of beneficiary on the
trust, the circumstances of the trust language indicate that she would not be legally permitted to
be the beneficiary of such a loan secured by the Trust.

For these reasons, I conclude that the entirety of real estate interest held by the Realty Trust
should not be countable to Appellant. This portion of the appeal as to the $218,000 asset held by
this Realty Trust is thus APPROVED.

In contrast, the analysis of the Income Trust is much easier.. Here the corpus of the Income Trust
consists of an asset that is a financial investment account, which, like cash, more easily lends
itself to separate divisions into income and principal. I also find that the Appellant is clearly
entitled to payments from the "income" of the trust but not entitled to the principal. This is based
on a reading of Article 4 of the Income Trust, which lists the Appellant as the sole income
beneficiary and her children as the principal beneficiaries.

Applying 13Q-.CMR.520.023(C) is easy; the income of the Templeton investment account thai is
in the Income Trust is possibly payable to the Appellant. Therefore, the investment income must
be treated as a countable asset under 130 CMR 520.023(C)(1).

[At hearing it was initially raised by the Hearing Officer, incorrectly upon review, that the failure
of the Appellant to avail herself of the Income Trust's dividends over the year might be a
position disqualifying transfer. That was a statement with which the Appellant's counsel also
eventually agreed. See June 16, 2014 cover letter in Exhibit 18, confirming that the reinvestment
of the dividend income into the account is potentially disqualifying. However, 130 CMR
520.023(C)(l)(a) and 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(b) distinguish between available trust income that
has never been paid out and that trust income which has been paid out. Because it has not been
paid out, 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(a) applies, and that portion must be totaled and treated as a
countable asset under the law as it is written. This is also consistent with the general rule of
MassHealth which treats interest or monthly deposits as income in the month it is received and
then as an asset thereafter. Sec also 130 CMR 520.009(E) (confirming a similar rule for lump
sum benefits). Had the title to the investment account been transferred from the Income Trust to
a third party (i.e. a child, or a new trust in which the Appellant had no interest) in the past, it
would not be a countable asset, but would potentially set up a disqualifying transfer scenario.
Similarly if this is what is done in the future, it will raise the issue of a disqualifying transfer.

•See 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(c) and (C)(2). However because the Income Trust was created
and/or funded prior to the November 2008 look-back period and has not been transferred to date,
it is not subject to any of the transfer regulations at this current time.]

As detailed in the Summary, the total of the income-not-taken from the Income Trust during the
look-back period in 130 CMR 520.019(B), from November 2008 from March 2014, is
$19,950,49. This amount is a countable asset and, because the asset limit is $2,000, Appellant has
an excess asset problem which will prevent eligibility at this time. I do not find the principal
amount of this Income Trust to be countable and therefore this portion of the appeal is APPROVED
IN PART as the excess asset amount on the April 15, 2014 notice has been reduced and DENIED
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IN PART as there is evidence of countable assets greater than $2,000.

Because there are excess assets from the Income Trust, Appellant is entitled to a spenddown period
under 130 CMR 520.004(A) which would allow her to preserve the November 2013 application
month at issue. This spenddown period is also necessary because, due to the premature notice sent
out by MassHealth in January which was based on a disqualifying transfer, Appellant never
received an excess asset notice that gave her 30 days to remedy the situation.15

Therefore, the Orders below will allow Appellant 30 days to verify the reduction of countable assets
below the $2,000 asset limit. Appellant should note that the evidence suggests that there almost
certainly have been additional monthly dividends on the Templeton investment account of the
Income Trust which belong to Appellant, and that any spenddown effort will have to account for
any additional Income Trust resources gained since March 2014, as those also belong to Appellant.
The Appellant will not have to spenddown verify income received in the month prior to the date of
any spenddown verification submitted to MassHealth; however, if the trust remains an income-
producing device, MassHealth will, eventually upon resolution and' potential future approval, have
to add any current and future income from that trust to the Appellant's countable income and
PPA.16 Alternatively if Appellant wants to choose to resolve her "spenddown" issue by having the
Trust completely transfer its assets and effectively wind up the Income Trust in a permissible
manner, that may resolve the on-going nature of the problem, but will naturally result in a future
disqualifying transfer issue about any income received from November 2008 through the date of
transfer.

In conclusion, barring some future and acceptable cure, it is noted that there will also be at least one
undisputed disqualifying transfer issue if and when the excess assets are spcntdown; that transfer
issue is related to the tuning and length of the annuity payment schedule and 130 CMR
520.007(J)(l)(b), and the Appeal Representative has admitted to a potential problem with that
issue. See Exhibit 15, unnumbered page 2. During such a future time, MassHealth will also have a
chance to weigh in on whether there is an issue related to the remainder interest language of the
annuity, although Appellant's attempt to correct this issue via the beneficiary designation change in
Exhibit 18 looks like it will resolve any issue about compliance with 130 CMR 520.007(J)(2).

Based on the above, the appeal is APPROVED IN PART; DENIED IN PART; and REMANDED
in accordance with the Orders below.

15 The MassHealth notice in Exhibit 15 makes no mention of any amount of countable assets related from bank
accounts, Personal Needs Account, countable life insurance and car assets, or any of the other assets sometimes
listed on a typical excess asset notice. Accordingly, I will conclude that there are no other countable and excess
assets other than that resulting from the Income Trust.
16 This is somewhat complicated due to the constant income and naturally changing values in the Income Trust, but, if
the Appellant wanted to (1) set up an Income Trust (hat produced such variable, regular income and resources; (2) not
avail herself of such financial resources during the look-back period; and (3) apply to MassIIealth for financial
assistance with LTC benefits, then the Appellant must expect to bear the consequences of a slightly more complicated
spenddown required by the MassHealth regulations.
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Order for Appellant

If Appellant desires to preserve her November 2013 SMBR application date, she must, within 30
days of the date of this decision resolve her current excess asset issue pursuant to 130 CMR
520.004 by submitting verification to the attention of the MassHcalth Representatives at Taunton
MEC which shows both (1) the countability of the income/resources generated and belonging to her
from the Income. Trust from November 2008 through the date of this decision, and (2) a proper
spenddown and/or reduction of an appropriate portion of that countable resource from the Income
Trust. It is noted that Appellant may retain $2,000 in countable assets per 130 CMR 520.003.

If Appellant fails to take such action within 30 days of the date of this decision, the decision to deny
MassHcalth due to excess assets will remain in place. Any reduction of assets beyond 30 days will
generate a new application date and may require a new LTC application and Supplement if
requested by MassHealth.

Order for MassHealth

For current and future purposes of eountable resources, do not treat any portion of the Really Trust
as countable. As to the Income Trust, only treat the income portion of this .trust's corpus as
countable to the Appellant, but do not treat the principal portion as countable to the Appellant.
Income that is generated, received and/or retained by the Income Trust in a given month should be
treated as income in the month that it is received and as an asset thereafter per 130 CIvfR
520.023(A)(1).

If Appellant complies with her Order above in a timely manner and provides evidence of being
below the $2,000 asset limit, then MassHealth must make a new LTC application while preserving
the November 2013 month of application. At such time when assets are reduced, MassHealth must,
within 30 days of the dale of such verification, issue a new eligibility determination notice which
may contain an updated and amended disqualifying transfer determination which accounts for any
issue regarding the annuity purchase, its current lerms and any new polcntial transfer issue. Such
notice must have the usual appeal rights,

If Appellant does not comply with her Order above in a timely manner, MassHcalth need take no
further action on this application and may continue to deny Appellant for LTC benefits due to
excess assets.
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Notification of Your Right to Appeal to Court

If you disagree with this decision, you have the right to appeal to Court in accordance with Chapter
30A of the Massachusetts General Laws. To appeal, you must file a complaint with the Superior
Court for the county where you reside, or Suffolk County Superior Court, within 30 days of your
receipt of this decision.

Implementation of this Decision

If this decision is not implemented within 60 days after the date of tin's decision,17 you should
contact the Appeals Coordinator at your MassHealth Enrollment Center, who is identified below. If
you experience problems with the implementation of this decision, you should report this in writing
to the Director of the Board of Hearings at the address on the first page of this decision,

Christopher S. Taffe
Hearing Officer
Board of Hearings

cc: Justine Fcrrcira, Appeals Coordinator @ Taunton MEC

Katy Schelong, Esq. @ MassHealth Legal

17 Although 130 CMR 610.086(A)(1) mentions 30 days for the agency to comply, this period of time has been
increased from 30 days to 60 days to account for the 30 additional days given for Appellant to first take action in her
Order. Finally, the parties may, by mutual agreement, extend any of the deadlines within the above Orders.
To that end, due t« the specific application history and nature of the asset within the Income Trust, both sides
are strongly encouraged to consider granting reasonable extensions of any time frame within those Orders if
the other side shows evidence of a good-faith attempt to comply with a deadline but is delayed due to reasons
or circumstances beyoud control of a party or for other good cause.
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APPEAL DECISION

Appeal Decision:

Decision Date:

,„. - .Hearing Location:

Approved Issue:

3 0 20 J5 Hearing Date:

John Keefe Appellant Rep,

Tewksbury
MassHealth
Enrollment Center
Room 1

130 CMR 520.023

12/04/2014

Aid Pending: No

Authority
Tliis hearing was conducted pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 118E, Chapter 30A,
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

Jurisdiction
Through a notice dated March 24", Z014, MassHealth denied Appellant's application for
MassHealth benefits because MassHealth determined that assets held in trust are countable and
exceed program limits (see 130 CMR 520.003, 520.023 and Exhibit 1), Appellant filed this
appeal in a timely manner on April 16,2014 (see 130 CMR 610,015(B) and Exhibit 2). Denial of
assistance is valid grounds.for appeal (see 130 CMR 610.032). A hearing was scheduled for May

-^9r201'4i-and-was"Teschedaled arAp'peiralTl's attorney's request" A bearing was helcTon June 17,
2014. The hearing record remained open until August 8, 2014 for submission of legal
memoranda. During the hearing record open period, Appellant submitted a memorandum in
response to the MassHealth legal memorandum submitted at hearing. Also during the hearing
record open period, MassHealth submitted a second response memorandum. Appellant's counsel
requested a reconvened hearing date to allow Appellant to make oral arguments in response to
the memoranda submitted. The request was allowed and the hearing was reconvened on October
30, 2014. Appellant's attorney disclosed at the reconvened hearing that Appellant died on
August 3, 2014; however, a personal representative had not been appointed. The hearing was

_continucdJo...alIow...the...appQintment.of..a.personal, representative. On .November.5,.20.14,
Appellants attorney submitted a Voluntary Administration Statement from the Middlesex Probate
Court appointing the community spouse as the Administrator of Appellant's estate. The hearing
was continued on December 4, 2014. The hearing record closed on December 18, 2015 with the
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submission of Appellant's final memorandum,

Action Taken by MassHealth

Masslicalth denied appellant's application for MassHcalth long-term care benefits.

Issue

The appeal issue is whether MassHenlth was correct, pursuant to 130 CMR 520.023, in
determining that assets held in trust are countable to appellant.

Summary of Evidence

The MassHealth representative testified that appellant entered a skilled nursing facility on
November 13, 2013. A MassHealth long term care application was submitted on her behalf on
January 17, 2014, seeking MassHealth eligibility beginning November 13, 2013. On March 24,
2014', MassHealth denied Appellant's MassHeallh application due to assets in excess of program
limits comprised of $579,839 in real estate held in trust and deemed countable to appellant
(Exhibit i). At issue is an Irrevocable Trust established by Appellant's spouse on November 20,
2008 (Exhibit 7). Appellant's spouse is the Donor and Trustee. By a deed dated November 2(L
2008, Appellant and spouse, for no consideration, transferred real estate located "IjHIIHV
to the Trust, Appellant and spouse reserved life estates in the property. Also by a deed dated
November 20, 2008^A™3cllanMmdsuuu5C, for no consideration, transferred real estate they
owned located in jIHj^llllHIJJHBF lo tnc sp°usc as Trustee of the Trust. No life estate
was reserved

SUMMARY OF TRUST PROVISIONS

According to Article 3, the spouse as Donor waived all right to alter, amend or revoke the Trust,
Article 3 reads: "The Donor expressly waives any and all right to which lie may have, by
operation of law or otherwise, to revoke, alter, amend or otherwise change tliis Indenture of Trust
or any of the provisions hereof."

Article 4 states that during the Dunor-spouse's lifetime, the Trustee- spouse has discretion to
distribute Trust income to the Donor-spouse. Article 4 reads:

During the lifetime of die Donor, the Trustee shall hold and administer the Trust property as
follows;

.01 The Trustee shall pay to the Donor so much of the net income, if any, as the Trustee
deems advisable. in ilu: Trusic-e's sole and ahsolinc discretion.

.02 The Trustee shall have no power lu make any distributions of principal to or for the
benefit of the Donor.
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.03 The Trustee shall pay such amounts of principal as the Trustee, in its sole and
absolute discretion, shall determine to or for the benefit of the Donor's son (named).

.04 Not withstanding the foregoing, the Donor reserves a limited or special power of
appointment, exercisable during his lifetime by written instrument delivered to the
TYustee, to appoint the remaining principal and any undistributed income of the Trust,
outright or upon trusts, powers of appointments, conditions or limitations, to such person
or persons (whether in equal or unequal shares) among the members of the class
consisting of the Donor's issue of all generations or charitable organizations other than
governmental entities, but no such power of payment shall be used to discharge a legal
obligation of the Donor.

Article 5.reads:

.01 Upon the death of the Donor, the remaining principal and any undistributed income
of the Trust shall be paid over to his said son, (named), but excluding the Donor's estate,
creditors of the Donor or creditors of the Donor' s estate.

.02 Said share shall be paid over and distributed to such child outright and free of trusts.

• ' . -\e 6 reads:

Not withstanding any other provisions of this instrument to the contrary, the powers and
discretions of the Trustee shall not be exercised in such a manner that would cause the Donor to
be ineligible for any health, medical, social, rcsidenfill'and personal benefits and services which
may be available from any government^ source and to the extent any such power or discretion is
so exercised, it shall be void;

Article 10.02 establishes that if the Donor-spouse resigns or is unable to serve as Trustee,
Appellant shall serve as Successor Trustee.

Pursuant to Article 15, the Trustee-spouse has broad power and authority to deal with Trust
assets, including but not limited to the power to: (.01) invest and reinvest Trust assets, whether or
not of a kind or in a proportion ordinarily considered suitable for fiduciary investment; (.02)
acquire property on any terms and conditions; (.04) make unsecured and secured loans; (.05)
borrow money from any person whether or not there is a conflict of fiduciary or personal interest;
(.08) sell, exchange, partition or otherwise dispose of any part of or all of the Trust property;
(.09) purchase and retain as an investment for the trust estate any securities, other property, real
or personal, belonging to the estate of the Donor, and to make loans or advances to the Donor's
executor,- administrator-or- ether legal representative on such terms as it deems dcsirablcy and
(.11) to hold, retain purchase dispose of or otherwise deal with life insurance, annuities,
endowment policies or other forms of insurance on the life of the Donor, any beneficiary or any
other person for the benefit of any beneficiary and to pay premiums and costs there from the
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principal or income of the Trust.

Article 15.15 establishes ihat the Trustee may do ail acts and things which could be done by an
absolute owner of the properly held as fiduciary.

SUMMARY OF MASSHRALTH'S POSITION

MassHeallh determined that all assets held by the Irrevocable Trust are countable in a Mcclicaid
eligibility determination under 130 CMR 520,023; 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d). MassHcalih argues that
under 42 U.S.C. §139Gp(d)(2)(A) an individual (or spouse) shall be considered to have
established a trust if assets of the individual (and/or spouse) were used to form all or part of the
corpus of the trust and if the trust was created other than by will. The spouse established the

MassHcalth argues pursuant to '|3~ U.S.C. §1396p(d)(2J(B), that the" portion" of the Trust
attributable to the assets of the applicant and/or spouse shall be considered available. As the
couple's assets were transferred into the Trust, then all assets of the Trusts are considered
available under 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d) et scq. Miiss Health argues that a determination mat assets
of an applicant's self-settled inter vivos trust are countable is made without regard to whether or
not the Trustees have or exercise any discretion under the trust and whether distributions may be
made from the tiust. 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)(2)(C)(ii) and (iii). Thus, federal Medicaid law
effectively creates a presumption thai (rusts containing the assets of an applicant and/or spouse
are countable in an eligibility determination. The spouse is the Donor, Trustee and lifetime
Beneficiary of the Trust Pursuant to Article 4.01, the spouse is entitled to distributions of Trust
income. Therefore, the spouse is the vested beneficiary of the income and the income is clearly
countable in an eligibility determination. MassHenllh argues that although Article 4.02 slates
that the Trustee-spouse may not make distributions of principal to the Donor-spouse, for
Medicaid purposes, the countability of Trust principal is not predicated on a single provision or
the failure to include a provision explicitly stating principal may be "distributed" to an applicant;
rather, the entire instrument of Trust must be reviewed as a whole.1 Moreover, MassHcallh
argues that provisions purporting to give a trustee no discretion or limiting discretion to distribute
principal to an applicant or spouse, or use Trust assets for the benefit of a Medicaid applicant or
spouse do not control, and are disregarded, in determining whether the principal is countable for
MassHeallh purposes because they are meant to defeat Medicaid ineligibility standards."
MassHcalth argues that if during die past five years income was paid to someone other than the
spouse, Uicsc would be a disqualifying resource transfer under 130 CMR 520,023(C)(lXc) and
130CMK520.019(C).

MassHealth asserts that under 130 CMH 520.023(C)(l)(d), there is no delineation establishing
that the terms of a trust must provide that both the income and principal arc available in order for

1 Ci t ing Doheny v. Director of the Office of Mc.dicaid, 74 Mass. A pp. Ct. 439,441 (2009)
: Citing Cohen v. Conun V of ihr. Division of Medical Assistance, 423 Mass. 309,416 (1996); Doherty,
443.
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the fair market value of the home to be countable. MassHealth argues that 130 CMR
520.023(C)(l)(d) is consistent with 42 U.S.C. § 1396p(d)(2)(A)-(C) in establishing that inter
vivos trusts funded by an applicant or spouse are countable regardless of (i) the purpose of the
trust, (ii) whether the trustees have discretion, (iii) restrictions on whether distributions may be
made, and (iv) restrictions on the use of distributions.3 Accordingly, MassHealth determined that
the real estate in the Trust is countable under 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d). MassHealth argues
that the disregard of a trustee's discretion and limiting provisions is not predicated on whether the
trust explicitly references Medicaid eligibility, which the instant Trust does in Article 6.

Next, MassHealth argues that 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)(3)(B)(i) dictates that in the case of an
irrevocable trust: (i) if there are any circumstances under which payment from the trust could be
made to or for the benefit of the individual, the portion of the corpus from which, or the income
on the corpus, from.w.hiph, payment to tbe individual could.be made shall be considered resources
available to the individual. MassHl&lth maintains'that there are circumstances under which the
value of the principal can be made available to the spouse or used for his benefit A review of
the whole of the Trust document reveals the spouse, as Donor and also as a .Trustee, retained
substantial control over all Trust assets, including the principal. For example, under the terms of
the Trust, the spouse retained a power of appointment under Article 4.04. MassHealth argues that
if the Donor-spouse had divested himself of ownership and control of the Trust principal, such
power of appointment would be a nullity. Similarly, MassHealth cites Article 15.15 which allows
the Trustee to administer the Trust as if he were the absolute owner of the properties held in the
Trust.

MassHealth argues that MassHealth regulations concerning real estate held in Trust4 can allow
for an applicant to become eligible by removing the real estate from the Trust, and titling.it hi the
name of the applicant and/or spouse, such that the regulations governing real estate not held in a
trust are operative. Thus, in accordance with an application of Trust Article 6, Article 4.02
disallowing principal distributions could be construed as void. MassHealth also argues that
Article 15 gives the Trustee-spouse wide powers and authority, to deal with Trust assets.
Specifically, Article 15.11 allows the Trustee to use principal to purchase annuities on the life of
the Donor-spouse for the benefit any Beneficiary of the Irrevocable Trust, and the spouse is the
vested lifetime Beneficiary of his Trust. Therefore, the spouse as the Trustee is explicitly
empowered to use the value of the principal for the benefit of himself as the Beneficiary to invest
in an annuity, and pursuant to Sections 4.01, the spouse is entitled to distributions of income.
Although the Medicaid statute only requires one "any circumstance" to the find principal
countable, each of the provisions discussed is an "any circumstance" under Medicnid law. 42
U.S.C. §1396p(d)(3)(B)(i); 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(a).

MassHealth further argues thai an applicant and spouse cannot credibly claim that real estate held

3 Citing Lebow v. Comm'r ofDiv. ofMed Assistance, 433 Mass. 171,177 (2001).
4 Citing 130 CMR 520:024(C), 520.008(A), 520.007(G).
s Citing 42 U.S.C. § 1396p(d)(3)(B)(i); 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(a); 130 CMR 520.009 in arguing that
unearned income includes annuities.
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in a trust is available when they: (1) wanl lo reside in il; (2) control its sale; (3) use countable
assets to pay for its upkeep and improvements even though it is purportedly not owned by or
available to them; (5) claim payment of real estate taxes as deductions on personal lax returns;
and/or (6) obtain a more favorable tax basis, but then suddenly assert the real estate is not
available because Medicaid nursing home benefits are sought. MassHealth asserts that Appellant
and the spouse's claim that they are not entitled to access principal when they were living in the
Trust principal:real estate after the parcels were transferred into the Trust in 2008, demonstrates
the incongruity of finding the Trust principal as unavailable and non-countable. A finding that
any trust is not countable based on an analysis that to find otherwise would, for example: (1)
frustrate the purpose of the trust; (2) conflict with, the Trustee's discretion; or, (3) be a breach the
Trustee's fiduciary duties, would be in contravention of the clear language of 42 U.S.C.
§1396p(d)(2)(C) which mandates that Medicaid agencies disregard factors such as these in its
eligibility determinations, and then apply the "any •circumstances" test in 42 U.S.C.
§1396p(d)(3)(B)(i). MassHealth argues that an applicant or spouse cannot invoke the Trustee's
discretion or general trust law to avoid or circumvent Medicaid statutes and insulate the value of
the Trust principal. For trusts to be analyzed under the common law of trusts would be to enable
an applicant seeking taxpayer subsidy for his or her care to circumvent Medicaid eligibility rules,
thereby attaining eligibility where Congress expressly intended there be none. Specifically,
MassHealth states that to accept the position that the value of the principal in this case is not
available under Article 4.02 while ignoring all other provisions of the Trust that are inconsistent,
would mean that federal Medicaid law governing the treatment of trusts is to be read as any
circumstances "except," which is not what the law states. That there are provisions in the Trust
that are at odds with each other does not change the analysis. While the Doherty Court stated that
it had "no doubt that self-settled, irrevocable trusts may, if so structured, so insulate trust assets
that those assets will be deemed unavailable to the Settlor," such was not the case in the Doherty
Trust, which contained an explicit provision disallowing distributions of principal to the
applicant, nor is it the case in the spouse's Trust. Instruments of trust must be read as a whole
through the lens of Medicaid law, the purpose and policies underpinning the program, and
without reliance on a single trust provision. Like Doherty, the cumulative effect of the provisions
in the instant Trust make clear the instrument is a fluid document drafted in a way as to give the
spouse as Donor, the spouse as Beneficiary, and the spouse as Trustee maximum flexibility.
While the Trust may be an appropriate estate planning or probate avoidance device, this does not
correlate to a finding it may serve the dual purpose of insulating the applicant's and spouse's
assets for the heirs while simultaneously receiving taxpayer subsidized nursing home care under
the" Medicaid program. Any suggestion that because the real estate, or other assets, were
transferred beyond the look back period somehow the Trust's' assets are forever insulated is
simply wrong, and presupposes, without legal authority to make such determinations, that the
Agency would have found the Trust as non-countable. Regardless of when assets are transferred
into a trust, the Agency is obligated to determine whether any of its assets are, or were, countable
when making an eligibility determination. That an applicant and/or spouse established and/or
funded a Trust beyond the look-back period isjrrelevant in assessing countability. The Medicaid
Act~ancTW63icaid"case" faw~3oes~not~equate availability and countability with the right of an
applicant to possession of a resource or Trust distributions.
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MassHeallh concludes that pursuant to federal Medicaid law and MassHealth regulations, both
the income and the principal of the Irrevocable Trust are fully countable in an eligibility
determination under 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)( 130 CMR 520.023. According to MassHealth
regulations, the fair market value of the home or former home of a nursing facility resident in a
revocable or irrevocable trust is a countable asset, not subject to the exemptions at 130 CMR
520.007(G)(2) or (8). 130 CMR 520.023(B)(4); 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d). In closing,
MassHealth asserts that if Trust assets are found non-countable in the eligibility determination, then
Appellant and the spouse are using their own countable resources to pay to maintain the New
Hampshire real estate or expenses related thereto, which may result in a disqualifying resource
transfer under 130 CMR 520.019, since they are not the "owners" of the property. In addition,
expenses related to the Massachusetts property paid by Appellant and her spouse would be limited
to those that would prevent waste of the property because Appellant and the spouse are merely life
tenants.

SUMMARY OF APPELLANT'S POSITION*

Appellant asserts that the assets held in Irrevocable Trust are not countable in an eligibility
determination. Appellant argues that under MassHealth regulations, an applicant is financially
eligible for assistance from MassHeallh when he or she has less than $2,000 in countable assets,
and his or her spouse in the community has less than $117,240 in countable assets, and Appellant
mectg these requirements. Appellant states that pursuant to 42 U.S.C, §1396p(d)(2)(A), Appellant
and her spotise contributed property to a Trust, and Appellant's spouse established the Trust.
Therefore, for MassHealth eligibility purposes, the applicant is treated as having established a trust.
Under 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)(2)(B) and related MassHealth regulations,, the provisions of
subsection (d) of 42 U.S.C. §1396p apply to any trust that is created or funded other than by n
will. Contrary to the way MassHealth reads this provision, Appellant asserts that subsection (d)
is the applicable law for trusts, and subsection (B) of the statute does not create any presumptions
regarding whether or not an asset is available as MassHealth asserts. Appellant argues that if an
applicant has created a trust under 42 U.S.C. §1396p (d)(2)(A), the eligibility determination must
be made under this section. Similarly, 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)(2)(C) provides that subsection (d)
applies to trusts regardless of the purpose or limits or direction of the trustee's discretion and in
no way creates a presumption that the trust assets are countable in determining eligibility.
Therefore, the "any circumstances" test established at 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)(3)(B)(i) is the
appropriate rule of law to determine the countablility of the trust assets. Appellant contends that
in the instant Trust, there are no circumstances under which principal could ever be distributed to
Appellant or to her spouse. Further, regulation 130 CMR 520.023(C)(1) directs that only the
portion of trust principal that could be "paid" to the applicant under any circumstances is a
countable asset In the case at hand, neither Trust income nor principal can be paid to Appellant,
and only Trust income can be paid to Appellant's spouse, as any distribution of principal to the
spouse is prohibited by the terms of the Irrevocable Trust, which cannot be revoked by the
grantor. Under Article 3 of the Trust, the Donor expressly waives any andjill rights_to revoke,
alterr~or "amend the "Trust "or: any provision the Trust in 'any way. Citing 42 U.S.C,
§1396p(d)(3)(B)(i), Appellant argues the assets in the Trust are not available to Appellant under
any circumstances. Moreover, Appellant argues thai these provisions refer only to the individual
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and not the spouse. Therefore, as the individual or applicant is not a beneficiary of the Trust at
all, there are no circumstances under which either principal of income of the Trust could be made
payable to Appellant. Appellant asserts that under Article 4 of the Trust, during the spouse's
lifetime, the Trustee is prohibited from making any distribution of principal to the spouse, and
has discretion .to make principal distributions to of for the benefit of the son.

Next, Appellant challenges MassHealth's interpretation of Victor, and distinguishes the instant
Trust in that Victor involves a revocable Trust initially funded during life prior to being funded
by will. Under 130 CMR 520.023, a testamentary Trust is non-countable only if it is entirely
funded by a Will, which was not the case in Victor, Appellant notes that in Cohen, the Supreme
Judicial Court stated that "a trust might be written to deprive the trustee of any discretion (for
instance allowing the payment only of income) and that such a limitation would be respected.
Appellant asserts that this is the same as Appellant's situation; and that MassHealth mistakenly
relies-on Doherty to argue-that trust assets are countable.- Appellant avers that-unlike the Trusts
in Doherty or 'Cohen, the Trust in Appellant's case does not give the trustee any such discretion
to distribute principal to the Applicant or the spouse. Appellant's Trust can be distinguished
from the Trust in Doherty, which permitted the trustee to terminate the trust if, in the trustee's
opinion, it was inadvisable or unnecessary to continue the trust, and upon termination, the trust
assets would be distributed to the beneficiaries, which included the applicant Doherty. In
Doherty, the court did not disregard the language prohibiting the distribution of principal to
Doherty as MassHealth suggests, but in fact found that the language actually permitted
distribution of principal to Doherty. This language created a set of circumstances under which
distribution of principal to Doherty as a beneficiary was possible, and therefore rendered Trust
assets countable. In Appellant's case, there is no such provision that in any way permits the
distribution of principal to Appellant or the spouse. Similarly, in Cohen, the court stated that the
trust provided that income and principal could-be distributed in the trustee's discretion, but that
no such discretion is to be used to affect her eligibility for public assistance. Appellant argues
that Cohen stands for the proposition that when a trustee has discretion to distribute principal or
income to an applicant, the assets are countable. In both Doherty and Cohen, the trustees had
discretion to distribute assets to the MassHealth applicant under certain circumstances. Because
the trustees in both cases had discretion to make distributions to the applicant, tile assets were
considered available, not because limiting language was disregarded as MassHealth suggests.
Appellant notes that the Doherty Court went out of its way to state that it had no doubt that self
settled, irrevocable-trusts may, if so structured, so insulate trust assets and that those assets will
be deemed unavailable to the Settlor. Appellant's Trust is similarly structured under Article 4 to
insulate Trust assets by prohibiting distributions of principal to Appellant and the spouse, and
under 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)(3)B(i), the assets are not countable.

Appellant argues that the limited power of appointment does not in any way enable the Trustee to
distribute principal to Appellant or the spouse, and is limited to the spouse's descendants and
charitable -organizations.-— Thereforey-there -is-no -potential-circumstance- under -which-the spouse -
could appoint principal to himself or Appellant. Appellant argues that Trust language under
Article 15.15 limits the power to deal with Trust assets to being an owner as a fiduciary. As a
fiduciary, the; Trustee is limited by the terms of the Trust, and cannot do anything that the terras
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of the Trust do not specifically permit. The Trust does not permit the Trustee to distribute
principal under any circumstances lo Appellant or the spouse. Similarly, Article 6 of the Trust
states that ;: Trustee should not exercise his discretion so as to cause "the Donor" to be inedible
for any benefits or services, which refers to the discretionary powers of the Trustee, Paragraph
4.02 is not a discretionary power of the Trustee; and therefore, Article 6 does not apply to
Paragraph 4.02. liven if Article 6 did apply to Paragraph 4.02, the prohibition of principal
distributions would not cause incligibility for MassHealth benefits.

Appellant continues thai the spouse as Donor, and Trustee of the Trust, must act in accordance
with liis f iduciary responsibilities. Therefore, the spouse is l imited by the terms of the Trust in
what he can do with Trust assets. In administering the Trust, the Trustee's f iduciary obligation
requires him to act. solely in the interests of the beneficiaries. Moreover, the ability to purchase
annuities on the life- of the Donor, or invest Trust property, does not equate to a conversion of
principal to income. First, an annuity payment would be comprised of 99% return of principal,
which ciimiul be paid to the spouse. Further, Article 15.16 prohibits the Trustee from allocating
any principal or capital gain to income.

Next, Appellant argiicsjhal AppeilaiU and the spouse retained a life estate interest permitting
them to live in the •HlHIIHIIIpl properly, and deeded only the remainder interest tu
the Trust. Therefort^AppeTlaiTrancl ihe spouse, were obligated to make, payments lo maintain UK-
property by virtue of being life tenants. By paying such expenses to maintain the real estate, they
were entitled to the related income tax deductions on Uieir personal tax returns. Under §2036 of
the Internal Revenue Code, if au individual transfers properly to a trust but retains ihe right to the
income, or the ability to enjoy (he property, it will be ineluctable in his or her taxable estate for
estate lax purposes. Since Appellant retained a life estate, the real estate is ineluctable in their
taxable estate, and as such will receive a step up in basis on the date of death. The fact that
Appellant and the spouse may benefit under lax laws has no bearing on the Trustee's ability lo
pay over the real estate, which is ihe principal of the Trust, to Appellant or the spouse. In
addition, Appellant argues that Ihe former home is not automatically countable under 42 U.S.C.
13%p (d)(2)(A)(B) mid (C) and 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d) by virtue of being Appellant's former
home. Appellant asserts that die Trust passes the "any circumstances" lest in that principal
including the former home cannot be paid to Appellant, and is therefore non-countable.

WiUi regard to the v1"^1'^'1 ^lc Piiynient-R to maintain the property were
effectively rent. NeitrTcrAppellimi nor Uie spouse has ihe light to use the property because die
Trust owns the property. Therefore, in return for Uie ability to use the property, Appellant and
the spouse have been obligated lo pay rent in die fonn of payment of the property's hills and real
estate luxes. If the rent was equal to, or greater than the expenses on the piopeny, and such rent
was deposited into a Trust bank account, Article 4.01 would require the Trustee lo t ranster the
net income back to the Spouse because he is entitled lo Trust income. Rather than exercising this
option, the Spouse paid the bills out of his personal account which led in the saiiK' result. The"
rcni does not appear on ihe Spouse's lax return because ihe Trust is a Grantor Trust for income
tax pLL([jo>c3, which means that the .Spouse as Donor is treated as the owner ot the property lor
income lux purposes only; and under [RS rules, an ind iv idua l cannot pay rent to himself. 'Ihe
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rental payments are therefore non-taxable and nun-importable evc-nts for income tax purposes, arc
not disqualifying transfers to the Trust, and do not make the property a v a i l a b l e to Appellant or
the spouse as (here remains no set of circumstances in which the principal can be p;iid to
Appellant or the spouse.

Findings of Fact

Based on a preponderance uf the evidence, I find the following:

1. Appellant enlered a skilled nursing facility on November 13, 2013.

2. A MassHcalth long term care application was submitted on her behalf on Junuary 17,
2014, seeking Mass Health e l ig ibi l i ty beginning November 13, 2013.

3. On March 24, 2014, MassHealtli denied Appellant's MassHealth application due to assets
in excess of program limits comprised of $579,839 in real estate held i:i trust and deemed
countable to appellant.

<-]. Appellant 's spouse established an Irrevocable Trust on November 20, 2008,

5. Appellant's spouse is the Donor and Trustee.

6. By a deed dated November 20, 2008. Appellant and spouse, for no consideration,
transferred real estate located injflHHHVlo ihe Trust, and reserved life cstatt
interests in the properly.

7. By a deed dated November 20, 2008, Appejhm^ mid spouse, for no consideration,
transferred real estate they owned located inJ[^^^^HH|HI^^^^^^>U> the spouse as
Trustee of the Trust. No life estate was reserved under tins deed.

6. According to Article 3, the spouse as Donor waived all right to alter, amend or revoke the
Trust. Article 3 reads: "The Donor expressly waives any and all right in which he may
have, by operation of law or otherwise, to revoke, alter, amend or otherwise change this
Indenture of Trust or any of the provisions hereof."

0, Article 4 states thai during (he Donor-spouse's lifetime, the Trustee-spouse has discretion
to distribute Trust income 10 the. Donor-spouse. Article 4 reads:

During die lifetime of the Donor, the Trustee -shall hold and administer the Trust
property as follows:

.01 The Trustee shall pay to die Donor so much of the net income, if any, as
the Trustee deems advisable in the Trustee's sole and absolute discretion.

.02 The Trustee shall have no power to make any d i s t r i bu t ions of principal
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to or for the benefit of the Donor,

.03 The Trustee shall pay such amounts of principal as the Trustee, in its
sole and absolute discretion, shall determine to or for the benefit of the
Donor's son (named).

.04 Not withstanding the foregoing, the Donor reserves a limited or special
power of appointment, exercisable during his lifetime by written instrument
delivered to the Trustee, to appoint the remaining principal and any
undistributed income of the Trust, outright or upon trusts, powers of
appointments, conditions or limitations, to such person or persons (whether
in equal or unequal shares) among the members of the class consisting of
the Donor's issue of all generations or charitable organizations other than
governmental entities, but no such power of,payment shall be used to
discharge a legal obligation of the Donor.

10. Article 5 reads:

.01 Upon the death of the Donor, the remaining principal and any
undistributed income of the Trust shall be paid over to his said son,
(named), but excluding the Donor's'estate, creditors of the Donor or
creditors of the Donor's estate.

.02 Said share shall be paid over and distributed to such child outright and
free of trusts. . i

11. Article 6 reads: Not withstanding any other provisions of this instrument to the contrary,
the powers and discretions of the Trustee shall not be exercised in such a manner that
would cause the Donor to be ineligible for any health, medical, social, residential and
personal benefits and services which may be available from any governmental source and
to the extent any such power or discretion is so exercised, it shall be void.

12. Article 10.02 establishes that if the Donor-spouse resigns or is unable to serve as Trustee,
Appellant shall serve as Successor Trustee.

13. Pursuant to Article 15, the Trustee-spouse has broad power and authority to deal with
Trust assets, including but not limited to the power to: (.01) invest and reinvest Trust
assets, whether or not of a kind or in a proportion ordinarily considered suitable for
fiduciary investment; (.02) acquire property on any terms and conditions; (.04) make
unsecured and secured loans; (.05) borrow money from any person whether or not there is

- -trconflict of fiduciary or personal-intcrest;-(-.08-) sell;-exchange, partition or -otherwise-
dispose of any part of or all of the Trust property; (.09) purchase and retain as an
investment for the trust estate any securities, other property, real or personal, belonging to
the estate of the Donor, and to make loans or advances to the Donor's executor,
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administrator or other legal representative on such terms as it deems desirable, and (.11)
to hold, retain purchase dispose of or otherwise deal with life insurance, annuities,
endowment policies or other forms of insurance on the life of the Donor, any beneficiary
or any other person for the benefit of any beneficiary and to pay premiums and costs there
from the principal or income of the Trust

14. Article 15.15 establishes that the Trustee may do all acts and things which could be done
by an absolute owner of the property held as fiduciary.

Analysis and Conclusions of Law

There are no factual disputes in the case at hand; rather, the issues revolve around the interpretation
of the language of the various Trust provisions involved and the applicable regulations. The Trust
is properly considered in the context of both state anil federal law applying to trusts created after
1993, of which pertinent sections follow;

Federal law at 42 USC §1396p provides:

(d) Treatment of Trust amounts
(l)For purposes of determining an individual's eligibility for, or amount of, benefits
under a State plan under this subchapter, subject to paragraph (4), the rules specified in
paragraph (3) shall apply to a Trust established by such individual.
(2)(A)For purposes of this subsection, an individual shall be considered to have
established a Trust if assets of the individual were used to form all or part of the corpus
of the Trust and if any of the following individuals established such Trust other than by
will:

(i)The individual,
(ii)The individual's spouse.
(iii)A person, including a court or administrative body, with legal authority
to act in place of or on behalf of the individual or the individual's spouse.
(iv)A person, including any court or administrative body, acting at the
direction or upon the request of the individual or.the individual's spouse.

(B) In the case of a Trust the corpus of which includes assets of an individual (as
determined under subparagraph (A)) and assets of any other person or persons, the
provisions of this subsection shall apply to the portion of the Trust attributable to the
assets of the individual.

(C) Subject to paragraph (4), this subsection shall apply without regard to—
(i) the purposes for which a Trust is established,
(ii) whether the Trustees have or exercise any~$scretion under the Trust,
(Hi) any restrictions on when or whether distributions may be made from the
Trust, or
(iv) any restrictions on the use of distributions from the Trust.
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(3) (A) In the case of a revocable trust—
(i) the. corpus of the trust sfiall be considered resources available to the

individual,
(ii) payments from the trust to or for the benefit of the individual shall be

. considered income of the individual, and
(Hi) any other payments from the trust shall be considered assets disposed of by
the individual for purposes of subsection (c) of this section.

(B) In the case of an irrevocable trust—
(i) if there are any circumstances under which payment from the trust could be
made to or for the benefit of the individual, the portion of the corpus from which,
or the income on the corpus from which, payment to the individual could be made
shall be considered resources available to the individual, and payments from that
portion of the corpus or income—

(I) to or for the benefit of the individual, shall be considered income of the
individual, and
(II) for any other purpose, shall be considered a transfer of assets by the
individual subject to subsection (c) of this section; and

(ii) any portion of the trust from which, or any income on the corpus from which,
no payment could under any circumstances be made to the individual shall be
considered, as of the date of establishment of the trust (or, if later, the dale on
which payment to the individual was foreclosed) to be assets disposed by the
individual for purposes of subsection (c) of this section, and the value of the trust
shall be determined for purposes of such subsection by including the amount of
any payments made from such portion of the trust after such date.

(emphasis added).

Regulation 130 CMR 520.023 applies to trusts or similar legal devices created on or after August
11,1993, and follows in pertinent part with emphasis added:

(C) Irrevocable Trusts.

(J) Portion Payable.

(a) Any portion of the principal or income from the principal (such as interest)
of an irrevocable trust that could be paid undtr any circumstances to or for the
benefit of the individual is a countable asset,

(b) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust
made to or for the benefit of the individual are countable income.

(c) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust
made io another- and not to or for the benefit vfihe nursing-facility resident are
considered transfers of resources for less than fair-market value and are
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treated in accordance with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 520.019(0).

(d) The home or former home of a nursing-facility resident or spouse held in an
irrevocable trust that is available according to the terms of the trust is a
countable asset. Where the home or former home is an asset of the trust, it is
not subject to the exemptions of 130 CMR 520,007(G)(2) or 520.007(G)(8).

(2) Portion Not Payable. Any portion of the principal or income from the
principal (such as interest) of an irrevocable trust that could not be paid under any
circumstances to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident will be
considered a transfer for less than^ fair-market value and treated in accordance
with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 520.019(G).

Trust provisions follow;

Article 3 reads: 'The Donor expressly waives any and all right to which he may have, by
operation of law or otherwise, to revoke, alter, amend or otherwise change this Indenture of Trust
or any of the provisions hereof."

Article 4 reads: During the lifetime of the Donor, the Trustee shall hold and administer the Trust
property as follows:

.01 The Trustee shall pay to the Donor so much of the net income, if any, as the Trustee
deems advisable in the Trustee's sole and absolute discretion.

.02 The Trustee shall have no power to make any distributions of principal to or for the
benefit of the Donor.

.03 The Trustee shall pay such amounts of principal as the Trustee, in its sole and
absolute discretion, shall determine to or for the benefit of the Donor's son (named).

.04 Not withstanding the foregoing, the Donor reserves a limited or special power of
appointment, exercisable during his lifetime by written instrument delivered to the
Trustee, to appoint the remaining principal and any undistributed income of the Trust,
outright or upon trusts, powers of appointments, conditions or limitations, to such person
or persons (whether in equal or unequal shares) among the members of the class
consisting of the Donor's issue .of all generations or charitable organizations other than
governmental entities, but no such power of payment shall be used to discharge a legal
obligation of the Donor.

Article 5 governs the distribution o f t h e .Trust asse_is._aflcr the. Donor-spouse's death. .Article 5 _
reads:

.01 Upon the death of the Donor, the remaining principal and any undistributed income
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of the Trust shaJl be paid over to his said son, (named), but excluding the Donor's estate,
creditors of the Donor or creditors of the Donor's estate,

.02 Said share shall be paid over and distributed to such child outright and free of trusts.

Article 6 reads:

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this instrument to the contrary, the powers and
discretions of the Trustee shall not be exercised in such a manner that would cause the
Donor to be ineligible for any health, medical, social, residential and personal benefits
and services which may be available from any governmental source and to the extent any
such power or discretion is so exercised, it shall be void.

Article 10.02 establishes that if the Donor-spouse resigns or is unable to serve as Trustee,
Appellant shall serve as Successor Trustee.

Pursuant to Article 15, the Trustee-spouse has broad power and authority to deal with Trust
assets, including but not limited to the power to: (.01) invest and reinvest Trust assets, whether or
not of a kind or in a proportion ordinarily considered suitable for fiduciary investment; (.02)
acquire property on any terms and conditions; (.04) make unsecured and secured loans; (.05)
borrow money from any person whether or not there is a conflict of fiduciary or personal interest;
(.08) sell, exchange, partition or otherwise dispose of any part of or all of the Trust property;
(.09) purchase and retain as an investment for the trust estate' any securities, other property, real
or personal, belonging to the estate of the Donor, and to make loans or advances to the Donor's
executor, administrator or other legal representative on such terms as it deems desirable, and
(.11) to hold, retain purchase dispose of or otherwise deal with life insurance, annuities,
endowment policies or other forms of insurance on the life of the Donor, any beneficiary or any
other person for the benefit of any beneficiary and to pay premiums and costs there from the
principal or income of the Trust.

Article 15.15 establishes that the Trustee may do all acts and things which could be done by an
absolute owner of the property held as fiduciary.

First, it is clear that under 42 U.S.C §1396p(d)(2)(A) that Appellant and her spouse contributed
property to a Trust, and that Appellant is therefore treated as having established a Trust. It is
inconsequential whether or not the provisions of 42 U.S.C §1396p(d)(2)(C)(ii) and (iii) create a

.presumption that assets held in Trust are countable as MassHealth asserts; however, I find
nothing in this subsection that renders automatically countable assets held in an irrevocable trust
in a Medicaid eligibility determination. It is the "any circumstances" test mandated at 42 U.S.C
§1396p(d)(3)(B)(i) and 130 CMR 520.023(C)(1) that is dispositive in determining the countability
ofassets-held-in-an-irrevocable-Trust established -by-an applieant-OF -spouse or-funded with-an
applicant's assets. In interpreting the federal statue and the MassHealth regulations, I find the most
relevant guidance under Cohen and Doherty, on which the both parties heavily rely. The Court in
Cohen directs: "if there is a peppercorn of discretion, then whatever is the most the beneficiary
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might under any state of affairs receive in the full exercise of that discretion is the amount that is
counted as available for Medicaid eligibility."6 The Court in Dokerty directs that a "clause may
not be read in isolation; rather, it must be construed and qualified in light of the trust instrument
as a whole," but also concludes that "assets held in trust can be so insulated as to render the
assets non countable in a determination of Medicaid eligibility."7 I find that the Trust provisions
in this case, even considered collectively, create such an instrument that renders assets non
countable in the determination of Medicaid eligibility.

The Trust was created in 2008, which is beyond the 60-month look-back period at 130 CMR
520.019. Under Article 3, the Trust is irrevocable, and cannot be altered or amended by the
Grantor. Under Article 4.01, the Grantor spouse is the income beneficiary. Under Article 4,02,
the Trustee spouse has no discretion to make any distributions of principal lo or for the benefit of
the Donor. Under Article 4.03, the Trustee has unfettered discretion to pay principal to the son.
Appellant is not a beneficiary of the Trust In this synopsis, there is no set of circumstances that
vests in the Trustee discretion to pay principal to the non-beneficiary Appellant, or-to the Donor
Spouse. Therefore, exculpatory language under Article 6 pertaining to the ineligibility for
government benefits has no bearing as the Trustee has no discretion to distribute principal to
either Appellant or the spouse that would result in ineligibility for benefits. Exculpatory language
under Article 6 does not render assets countable absent Trustee discretion to make a distribution
to Appellant or the spouse. The restrictions on Trustee discretion regarding distributions of
principal under Article 4 make Article 6 redundant as the Trustee does not have discretion that
can be exercised to make a distribution notwithstanding Article 6.

Next, I disagree with the MassHealth position that because appellant's former residence is
"available" to the spouse under the terms of the Trust, it is therefore countable under 42 U.S.C.
1396p (d)(2)(A)(B) and (C) and under 130 CMR 520.023 (C)(l)(d). In the case of an irrevocable
trust, 42 U.S.C.1396p(d)(3)(B) imposes the "any circumstances" test under which either income or
principal can be paid to the applicant, and considers available the amount that could be paid to the
individual from income or from the corpus of the trust. Appellant and the spouse retained a life
estate interest in the former home, and the spouse continues to reside in the former home.
MassHealth' interprets the word "available" under 520.023(C)(l)(d) to include the equitable title
retained under the life estate interest that allowed Appellant and the spouse the right to use the
property during their lifetime. The MassHealth position implies that by retaining a life estate
interest'in the former home under a trust, trie former is home becomes countable, However,
regulation 130 CMR 520.023 (C)(l)(d), read within the context of the "any circumstances" test at
42 U.S.C.1396p(d)(3)(B), requires that Trust property, whether the former home or not, is
"available" such that it would result in Trust principal being paid to the applicant. The value of the
life estate interest not withstanding as it is not raised in this case, such payment would require the
availability of legal title to the former home rather than just die availability of equitable title
retained under a life estate interest. There is no preclusion under either federal law or MassHealth

6 Cohen v. Commissioner ofDiv. of Med Assistance, 423 Mass. 399, 416 (1996).
7 Doherty v. Director of the Office of Medicaid, 74 Mass. App. Ct. 439,441 (2009)
8 In Cohen the Court disregarded exculpatory language because the Trustee had discretion to make
distributions of principal.
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regulations restricting an applicant from retaining a life estate interest in the former residence.
Therefore, it would be inconsistent to determine that the former home held in Trust is automatically
countable under 520.023(C)(l)(d) without a finding thatv according to the terms of the Trust, the
Trustee can sell the property, and pay the proceeds to the individual to be used for the benefit of the
applicant. As a practical matter, the presumption here is that the proceeds could be paid lo the
individual to pay for the cost of nursing facility care. The availability of equitable title only cannot
accomplish this goal. As I have found that there are no such circumstances under the terms of the
Trust mat allow the sale of the former home such that the proceeds, i.e., Trust principal, could be
paid to Appellant or the spouse to be used for the benefit of the applicant/individual, the former
home is not countable.

Next, MassHealth deems countable Trust principal because the spouse either derives a benefit
from, the principal, or retains substantial control over the principal through a power of
appointment, Or with regard to the real estate: wants to reside in it, control its sale, use countable
assets to pay for its upkeep and improvements, claim payment of real estate taxes as deductions
on personal tax returns, and/or obtain a more favorable tax basis, and retains the power to
administer the Trust as though he were the absolute owner of the principal. Again, I disagree that
retaining any of these powers or control evident in this case render the real estate countable
absent Trustee discretion to distribute the property to Appellant or the spouse free of Trust. The
federal law at 42 U.S.C. 1396p(d)(3)(B) does not state that retaining substantial control over
principal or deriving a benefit from principal renders the assets countable. Rather, it establishes
that anv payment from the trust that could be made to or for the benefit of the individual shall be
considered resources available to the individual. Similarly, 130 CMR 520.023(C)(1) looks to
principal that could be paid under any circumstances to or for the benefit of the individual In
both the federal law and MassHealth regulation, payment is the clear prerequisite to the use of
principal for the benefit of the individual. I disagree with the MassHealth interpretation that
focuses solely on benefits derived from principal or substantial control pf principal assets
equating to availability. There is no preclusion to an individual or spouse deriving a benefit from
principal including use of the property, or the attainment of tax benefits. The "any
circumstances" test is focused specifically on the Trustee's ability/discretion to make payment to
the individual. There is no requirement that an individual demonstrate complete divestment from
principal unless that divestment is preceded by the Trustee's ability to pay the individual from
the principal. Nor would the ability lo purchase an annuity, which is primarily a return of principal
over a specified period of time, somehow lift the restriction on principal distributions under the
terms of the Trust. In this case annuity income would have to be bifurcated to identify income
versus a return of principal that cannot be distributed to the applicant or spouse.

Urider both federal law and MassHealth regulations regarding the treatment of assets held in an
irrevocable trust, it is the Trustee's ability to make payment from principal that renders resources
countable. In the Trust at hand, there is no ability to make payment from principal to Appellant
because-shc- is- not- a beneficiary- of the Trust; and payment- of principal -to the -spouse -is not-
allowed under Article 4. Thus, Trust terms that allow the spouse to retain substantial control,
powers of appointment that do not result in the ability or discretion to make payments to the
applicant or spouse, or derive a benefit from principal is not the same as "having your cake and
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eating it too." The Court in Cohen employed this adage to require that a Trustee must exercise
any discretion, regardless of exculpatory language, that allows distribution of Trust assets to the
individual to be used for their benefit. ' As is the case here, Trust assets are not rendered
countable by retaining the a b i l i t y to control the cake only, without the existence of any
circumstances that allow the applicant to eat it too.

The appeal is APPROVED;

Order for MassHcalth

Redetcrmine Appellant's MassHealth eligibility without regard to assets held in Trust.

Implementation of this Decision

If this decision is not implemented wiihin 30 days after the dale of this decision, you should contact
your MassHealth Enrollment Center. If you experience problems wiih the implementation of this
dcei.sion, you should report diis in writing to die Director of the Board of I learings at the address on
the first page of this decision,

TlTomas J. Goodc
Hearing Officer
Board of Hear ings

MassHealth Representative: Sylvia Thr, Appcals_Courdinal.or Tewksbury MEC

-- Cohen: ' 'This court cun.siriK-cl ilu; provisions of 42 U.S.C. s-. I396(k)(2}( Jo-fining- a-Mcdicaid q u a l i f y i n g -
tni.sl before die amendment effected by Pub. L. 103-66, s, 13611, 107 Sun. 627 (1^93), to encompass :iny
t ru s t (\slabli.shed by a person (or !li;n pi:j sun's spouse) under which that person inriy re.cf.ive any payments
in the discretion u f the trustees, and fur ther , under tlie provisions ot's, 1396a(MO), the amount of money
deemed to be avai lable , in tin1. b ' jncfn:iary IP, the gn;;itosi a inouru L | U I L the trustees in any set of
circumstances might have discretion to pay out."
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APPEAL DECISION

Appeal Decision: Denied in part,
Approved in part

Issue:

Decision Date: FFR 9 % 9nic Hearing Date:

MassHealth Rep.: Kim McAvinchey Appellant Rep.

Hearing Location: Taunton MassHealth Aid Pending:
Enrollment Center

Long-term care
eligibility;
Irrevocable Trust

10/09/2014

Brian Barreira, Esq.

No

Authority

This hearing was conducted pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 118E, Chapter 30A,
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

Jurisdiction

Through a notice dated August 1, 2014, MassHealth denied the appellant's application for
MassHealth long-term care benefits because MassIIealth determined that the appellant's countable
assets exceed the limits of the MassHealth program (Exhibit 1). The appellant filed this appeal in a
timely manner on August 29, 2014 (130 CMR 610.015(B); Exhibit 2). Denial of assistance is valid
grounds for appeal (130 CMR 610.032).

Action Taken by MassHealth

MassHealth denied the appellant's application for MassHealth long-term care benefits because it
determined that he has more countable assets than are allowable under MassHealth regulations.

Issue

Whether MassHcalth was correct in determining that the appellant was over assels and therefore
ineligible, pursuant to 130 CMR 520.003, for MassHealth long-term care benefits.
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Summary of Evidence

The MassHealth representative testified by telephone from the Tewksbury MassHealth Enrollment
Center that the appellant, who is 91 years old, was admitted to a nursing facility on March 11, 2014.
Me submitted a long-term care application on June 19, 2014 and requested a benefit start date of
June 6, 2014. At the time of the hearing, there was no community spouse.1 The application was
denied on August 1, 2014 for excess countable assets. The appellant appealed the deniaj on August
29,2014.

The August 1, 2014 denial notice indicated that the appellant has $844,350.79 in excess assets, with
total assets consisting of $718,748.79 in eight separate bank accounts, and one-half the assessed
value of real estate located at 18 Thorndike Street, Lowell ("the real estate"), or $127,600.00.2 The
MassHealth representative testified that all of these excess assets are held in a trust denominated the
G.N.V. Irrevocable Trust (t:the Trust"), which MassHealth found to be countable (Ex. 4). At
hearing, the trust instrument, as well as a quitclaim deed dated May 10, 2007 from the appellant to
J.V. and N.V. as trustees conveying the appellant's interest in the real estate to the Trust, were
submitted into evidence.4

The appellant is the grantor and lifetime income beneficiary of the Trust (Ex. 6). The trustees arc
the appellant's sons, J.V. and N.V., and the Trust allows the appellant to terminate and replace any
trustee not more frequently than once per twelve-month period (Id-)- Pursuant to the terms of the
Trust, the appellant may not appoint himself as a trustee (Id.). The trust was created by the appellant
and initially funded with a one-half interest in the real estate, on May 10, 2007, and $10 in cash
(Id.). The relevant portions of the Trust are as follows:

Article II

Commencing as of the dale of this instrument, during the life of the Grantor, the Trustees
shall administer the Trust Principal and any net income thereof as follows:

A. The Trustee shall distribute to the Grantor or apply for his benefit such amounts of net
income only, as the Trustees believe desirable from time to time for the Grantor's health,
support in reasonable comfort, best interests and welfare, considering all circumstances and
factors deemed pertinent by the Trustees. Any undistributed net income shall be

'The MassHealth representative explained that the appellant's spouse, "G.V.," also resided in a long-term care
facility as of the hearing date, that G.V. had also submitted a MassHealth long-term care application, which was
denied, and that a separate appeal of that denial was pending before a different hearing officer with the Board of
Hearings (BOH). Later, that appeal was consolidated with the current appeal before this hearing officer, and was
heard on November 18, 2014. While the record of this other appeal remained open, on or about December I , 2014,
the appellant's spouse, G.V., died, according to appellant's counsel. No decision has yet issued on G.V.'s appeal.
Pursuant to 130 CMR 520.003(A), a single individual in a nursing facility is allowed to keep $2,000.00 in assets.
Initials are used to preserve confidentiality.
"The record contains no information about whether the appellant and his spouse, prior to deeding the real estate into
their respective trusts, held the property as tenants by the entirety or tenants in common.
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accumulated and added to principal, as from time to time determined by the Trustees,

B. The term "net income" as used herein shall mean the income remaining after the
payment of all costs and expenses normally chargeable to income, and after the payment or
setting aside of such reserves from income as the Trustees deem proper for expenses, taxes
and depreciation.

C. Notwithstanding anything herein contained to the contrary, the Grantor hereby retains in
a non-fiduciary capacity without the approval or consent of any person in a fiduciary
capacity, the power to reacquire the trust corpus and Trust Principal by substituting other
property of an equivalent value, as per IRC Section 675(4)(C), This power is applicable to
the entire income and principal of this Trust.

Article III

A. Prior to the death of the Grantor, upon obtaining the written consent of all adult
beneficiaries, the Trustees shall have discretion to distribute principal, in equal or unequal
amounts as determined by the Trustees, to one or more of the following named persons:

J.V of Lowell; N.V. of Lowell; and P.V. of Lowell

or to the issue of any of the above-named persons who are not Jiving, said named persons
and his/her issue, if that named person is deceased, hereinafter being referred to as a
Beneficiary or Beneficiaries.

Any such distribution of principal, unequal or otherwise, to a Beneficiary shall not be an
advancement of that persons (sic) distributive share upon the death of the Grantor.

B. As of the date of the death of the Grantor, if G.V.5, the spouse of the Grantor is then
living, the Trustees shall distribute to G.V. or apply for her benefit such amounts of net
income only, as the Trustees believe desirable from time to time for her health, support in
reasonable comfort, best interests and welfare, considering all circumstances and factors
deemed pertinent by the Trustees. Any undistributed net income shall be accumulated and
added to principal, from time to time determined by the Trustees.

C. As of the date of death of the Grantor, if G. V., the spouse of the Grantor is not then
living, or upon the death of G.V., the Trustees shall distribute all remaining Trust Principal,
together with all accrued or undistributed net income of the Trust, in equal shares to the
following named persons:

J.V of Lowell; N.V. of Lowell; and P.V. of Lowell

I"G.V," will be used throughout this decision to refer to the appellant's spouse, as opposed to "G.N.V.," which will
be used to refer to the appellant himself.
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or to the issue of any of the above-named persons, for those named persons not then living
as of the date of the death of the Grantor.

E. During the lifetime of the Grantor, the Grantor, by written instrument duly witnessed and
notarized and/or by the terms of his Last Will and Testament, reserves the power and right
to at any time modify, amend and/or change the percentage allocations or shares to which
any beneficiary hereunder may be entitled.

Article IV

A. If at any time a Beneficiary eligible to receive net income or principal distributions is
under legal disability, or in the opinion of the Trustees is incapable of properly managing
his financial affairs, then the Trustees may make those distributions directly to the
Beneficiary, to a lawful guardian of the Beneficiary, or to a custodian selected by the
Trustees for the Beneficiary under a Uniform Transfer to Minors Act or similar applicable
law, or may otherwise expend the amounts to be distributed for the benefit of the
Beneficiary in such manner as the Trustees consider advisable. . .

B. Among the circumstances and factors to be considered by the Trustees in determining
whether to make discretionary distributions of net income or principal to a Beneficiary are
the other income and assets known to the Trustees to be available to that Beneficiary and
the advisability of supplementing such income or assets.

D. If at any time after the death of the Grantor, the Trustees shall determine that the '['rust is
of a size that is no longer economical to administer, the Trustees, without further
responsibility, may (but need not) distribute all Trust assets together with all accrued or
undistributed net income of the Trust in equal shares to the Beneficiaries herein named.

Article V

The Trustees shall have the following powers with respect to all Trust assets held under this
instrument, which shall be exercisable in the discretion of the Trustees:

2. To sell at public or private sale, wholly or partly for cash or on credit, contract to sell,
grant or exercise options to buy, convey, transfer, exchange or lease (for a term within or
extending beyond the term of the tnist) any real or personal property of the Trust, and to
partition, dedicate, grant easements over, subdivide, improve, and remodel, repair, or raze
improvements on any real property of the trust, and in general to deal otherwise with the
trust property in such manner, for such prices, and on such terms and conditions as any
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individual might do as outright owner of the property;

3. To borrow money at interest rates then prevailing from any individual bank, or other
source, irrespective of whether any such individual or bank is then acting as Trustee, and to
create security interests in the trust property by mortgage, pledge or otherwise;

4. To invest in bonds, common or preferred stocks, notes, real estate mortgages, common
trust funds, shares of regulated investment companies, currencies, partnership interests. . . or
other securities or property, real or personal, domestic or foreign, including partial interests,
such as life estate, term or remainder interests, without being limited by any statute or rule
of law governing investments by a Trustee;

5. To make allocations, divisions, and distributions of trust property in cash or in kind, or
partly in each; to allocate different kinds or disproportionate shares of property or undivided
interests in property among the Beneficiaries or separate trusts, without liability for, or
obligation to make compensating adjustments. ..

8. To pay all expenses incurred in the administration of the trust, including reasonable
compensation to any Trustee. , .

11. To lend money to, and to purchase property from, the personal representative of the
Grantor's estate and retain it for any period of time without limitation, and without liability
for loss or depreciation in value...

13. To receive any property, real or personal, to be added to the Trust, from the Grantor in
any event (and, if the Trustees consent in writing, from any other person) by lifetime or
testamentary transfer or otherwise;

15. To perform all other acts necessary for the proper management, investment and
distribution of the trust property.

D. Notwithstanding the terms of this instrument, no power or authority given to the
Trustees hereunder shall be deemed or construed to permit the Grantor to borrow from the
Trustees or the Trust, or the Trustees or the Trust to loan to the Grantor, all or any portion of
the income and/or principal of the Trust, and in fact any such action by the Trustees is
expressly prohibited.

Article VI

A. Any Trustee may resign at any time by giving prior written notice to the Grantor, or if the
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Grantor is not then living, to the Beneficiary or Beneficiaries to whom the current trust
income.may of must then be distributed.

F. Notwithstanding anything set forth herein to the contrary, the Grantor reserves and shall
have the right, not more frequently than once per twelve (12) month period, to terminate and
replace any Trustee herein nominated, named, appointed or serving, or to name a substitute
Trustee for any deceased Trustee or to replace a Trustee who has resigned, upon written
notice to the Trustee to that effect which shall be effective upon the written acceptance of a
successor, independent Trustee named, nominated and/or so appointed by the Grantor. The
Grantor may not appoint himself as a Trustee.

H. Except during the lifetime of the Grantor, the Trustees shall render an accounting at
least annually to each Beneficiary for all years where any Beneficiary has received a
distribution of income or principal during the accounting period. If no objections to the
accounting are raised by the Beneficiaries entitled to receive that accounting within sixty
(60) days after its receipt, then the accounting shall be deemed approved.

Article VIII

A. I hereby designate Attorney D.R. of Lowell... as the Trust Protector of any and all trusts
created under the terms of this instrument. The function of the Trust Protector is to assist, if
needed, in protecting the interests of beneficiaries and in achieving the objectives of this
instrument. To carry out that function, the Trust Protector is hereby empowered to amend
this Trust so as to correct any errors or ambiguities found in this instrument and to respond
U> changes in the law that may affect any trusts herein created.

B. Any Trust Protector serving shall be a person who is not an adverse party within the
meaning of Section 672(a) of the IRC and during the Grantor's lifetime shall not be related
or subordinate to the Grantor within the meaning of Section 672(c).

C. Any Trust Protector (including successors) shall have the right to appoint a successor
Trust Protector in writing and such appointment will take effect upon the death, resignation
or incapacity of the appointing Trust Protector. Any Trust Protector may resign by notice to
the Grantor or'if the Grantor is deceased, by written notice to all adult beneficiaries of this
Trust. Any Trust Protector may be replaced by the Grantor at any time, with or without
cause, and the Grantor may appoint a successor. Any Trust Protector may be replaced by the
Grantor at any time, with or without cause, and the Grantor may appoint a successor Trust
Protector to serve in the place and stead of any Trust Protector so removed.

E. A Trust Protector may not appoint him/her/itself as a Trustee.
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F. The Trust Protector's authority is conferred in a nonfiduciary capacity and Trust
Protector shall not be liable for any action taken in good faith. The Trust Protector is
permitted and authorized to exercise "best judgment" in the course of service in the capacity
as Trust Protector.

H. The Trust Protector may, with respect to any trust as to which the Trust Protector is
acting, amend:

1. The Trust's administrative and investment powers as may be set forth herein;
2. Provisions to reflect tax or other legal changes that affect trust administration;
3. Provisions to correct ambiguities that might otherwise require court construction

or interpretation; or
4. The withdrawal rights, if any, granted under this instrument.

I. All amendments to this Trust made by my (sic) Trust Protector shall be conclusive on all
persons interested in this Trust and the Trust Protector shall not be liable for the
consequences of any such amendment or for not having amended the same. All such
amendments shall be in writing signed by the Trust Protector and a copy of any such
amendment shall be delivered to all beneficiaries hcreunder.

Article IX

Except as specifically set forth herein, the Grantor hereby expressly waives any and all right
which he may have, by operation of law or otherwise, to alter, amend, revoke, or otherwise
change the terms of this Trust or any of the provisions hereof.

(Ex. 6).

At healing, Massliealth submitted a memorandum ("MassHeallh memo") dated July 15, 2034,
which was prepared by an attorney in the agency's legal unit (Ex. 5). The appellant's counsel also
submitted a legal memorandum, and attachments, at the hearing, in response to the MassHcalth
memo6 (Exs. 9 and 10). The hearing officer left the record open until October 30, 20]4 for
MassHealth to submit a reply memorandum to the appellant's legal memorandum. The appellant
also was permitted a response, and that submission was due on November 20, 2014.

6The MassHealth memo of July 15, 2014 addressed both the G.N.V. Trust and the G.V. Trust. The latter was the
subject of a separate appeal hearing thai commenced on July 15, 2014, The terms of both trusts, however, are
identical, except for the names of the grantors and the contingent income-only beneficiary. Thus, apparently in
anticipation of the same legal memo being submitted in connection with ihe instant appeal, the appellant's counsel
submitted, on the day of hearing, a responsive memorandum for consideration in both appeals.
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A. MassHealth Arguments

MassIIcalth contends that all assets in the Trust are fully countable to the grantor-appellant.7 In
support of its position, MassHealth points to Article IIA of the trust instrument, which stales that
the appellant is entitled to income from the Trust. This entitlement renders the income of the trust
countable. In addition, MassHealth regulations dictate that a nursing facility resident's home or
former home that is held in an irrevocable trust and is available according to the terms of the trust is

o ^

a countable asset. In this matter, MassHealth notes that the grantor-appellant was living in the real
estate held in the Trust prior to being admitted to a nursing facility; therefore, MassHealth argues
that the real estate is "actually available1' to the appellant, and that this portion of the Trust's corpus
is countable to the appellant.

MassHealth also points out, in the MassHealth memo, that Article VIII of the Trust designates a
Trust Protector, who may amend the Trust. Thus, MassHealth asserts that although the grantor-
appellant may not alter or amend the Trust, the Trust Protector may do so; thus, MassHealth
concludes that "arguably, . . these instruments can be construed as revocable trusts, and assets in
revocable trusts arc countable" under 42 USC § 1396p(d)(3)(A)(i) (Ex. 5, p. 5).

Article HIE of the Trust contemplates that the grantor-appellant may "appoint" trust principal,
which MassHeallh argues is evidence of the grantor-appellant's ownership and control of the
principal of the trust. Further, MassHealth asserts that the grantor-appellant may remove and
appoint trustees under Article VIF of the instrument, further evidencing their control over the assets
of the trust (Id. at p. 7).

MassHealth also argues that Article V of the Trust gives the trustees broad power and authority to
deal with trust assets, and further asserts that there is nothing precluding the trustees from
converting the value of the Trust principal to income-producing investments, such as an annuity, for
the benefit of the appellant (Id. at p. 8).

MassIIealth also asserts that because Article IIC of the Trust permits the grantor-appellant to
"reacquire the trust corpus and Trust Principal by substituting other property of an equivalent value,
as per IRC Section 675(4)(C)," this is an "any circumstance" contemplated under federal and
MassHealth regulations, supporting a finding that principal is available and countable to the
appellant (Id. at p. 6).9

MassIIealth relies on the holding in Cohen v. Comm'r of the Div. of Medical Assistance. 423
Mass. 399, 413 (1996) in determining that the trust assets are countable;

7Throughout this decision, the terms "appellant" and "grantor-appellant" will be used interchangeably.
'MassHesllh cites to 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d).
Q

The "any circumstance" test is set forth in federal regulations at 42 USC § 1396p(d)(3)(B)(i), which states, "In the
case of an irrevocable trust, if there are any circumstances under which payment from the trust could be made to or
on behalf of the individual, the portion of the corpus from which, or the income on the corpus from which, payment
to the individual could be made shall be considered resources available to the individual."
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[The countable amount] is the greatest amount that the trustees in any set of
circumstances might have discretion to pay out lo the beneficiary, Thus, if there
is a peppercorn of discretion, then whatever is the most the beneficiary might
under any state of affairs receive in the full exercise of that discretion is the
amount that is counted as available for Mcdicaid eligibility.

In the MassHealth memo, MassHealth also argues that the appellant cannot reside in property, use
countable assets to pay expenses for its maintenance and improvements, and deduct the real estate
taxes on a personal tax return, and then assert the property is not available. The appellant's claim
that he does not have access to trust principal is undermined by the fact that he was living in the
Trust principal (i.e., the real estate) after it was transferred into the Trust in 2007. The Trust should
be considered under Medicaid statutes and law; the common law of trusts is not controlling.
MassHealth asserts that the home in trust can be cured by deeding the property back to the
appellant-grantor and/or his wife.10

B. Appellant's Arguments

At hearing, the appellant's counsel presented the testimony of a law professor, Mark Worthington,
who teaches estate planning law at Northeastern University School of Law, and estate planning and
elder law at Western New England University School of Law. Mr. Worthington testified that he has
reviewed the Trust, as well as the MassHealth memo, and that he does not believe that principal is
"available" to the appellant simply because he used to live in the real estate that partially comprises
the corpus of the Trust. He explained that under trust law, a beneficiary has a right to the use of a
trust asset without consuming it, and this right is considered to be "income," not "principal." lie
opined that the federal regulation that addresses the availability of an asset to an applicant, 42 USC
§ 1396p(d)(3)(R), is clear that an asset is available only when it is "liquid" and may actually be paid
to, or for the benefit of, the beneficiary. He disagreed that the real estate in this matter is "available"
to the grantor-appellant because it is owned by the Trust, not the appellant, and the appellant cannot
receive payment from it unless it is sold by the Trust (Testimony).

Mr. Worthington also disagreed with MassHealth's position that because the Trust has a Trust
Protector, that the Trust may be altered or revoked, and the principal returned to the appellant. He
explained that the Trust Protector in this matter docs not have the authority to revoke the Trust, and
to give the assets of the Trust back to the grantor-appellant, He further explained that the Trust
Protector has four enumerated powers set forth in Article VIIIH of the Trust, and that none of these
includes the power to revoke the trust (Testimony).

As to the grantor-appellant's power to reacquire the trust corpus and trust principal, and to
substitute other property of an equivalent value, as set forth at Article IIC, Mr. Worthington testified
that this does not make principal available to the grantor-appellant. It is, he testified, at best an
opportunity for the grantor-appellant to purchase the real estate at fair market value from the Trust.

'°As stated at f.n. 1, supra, the appellant-grantor's spouse, G.V., was living at the time of this hearing, but has since
died. Thus, a "cure" could now be effectuated now by deeding the appellant's one-half interest in the real estate back
to him alone.
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He further explained that a power of substitution reserved to a grantor is a way of preserving the
grantor's $250,000.00 capital gains tax exclusion where a grantor's principal residence is sold by a
trust. He clarified that in a Medicaid context, this particular provision does not allow a transfer of
real estate out of trust unless it is a transfer for value (Testimony).

Mr. Worthington did not agree with MassHeallh that the trustees have the discretion to convert
Trust principal to an income-producing investment, such as an annuity. He explained that trust law
docs not permit the use of principal to purchase an annuity for the benefit of the grantor-appellant
because this would violate the trustee's fiduciary responsibility to the other trust beneficiaries11

(Testimony).

Mr. Worthington also testified that he believes that MassHealth's argument that the grantor-
appellant's ability to remove and appoint trustees, indicative of "control" over the trust principal by
the grantor-appellant, is an irrelevant inquiry on the issue of whether the trust is countable to the
grantor-appellant (Testimony).

Mr. Worthington also disagreed MassHealth's position that the reservation of a limited power of
appointment by the grantor-appellant at Article HIE makes principal available to the appellant. A
power of appointment, cither during the grantor-appellant's lifetime or in his will after his death, is
a way the appellant might give the remainder beneficiaries (J.V., N.V., and P.V.) greater or lesser
shares of trust principal that the trustees are empowered to distribute to the remainder beneficiaries
under Article I1IA of the Trust.12 However, Mr. Worthington opined that this reservation of a power
of appointment is not tantamount to a reservation of ownership and control by the grantor-appellant
over the trust principal (Testimony).

Appellant's counsel testified that the appellant's children, the Beneficiaries, are the contingent
beneficiaries of the Trust, but clarified that the trustees may distribute principal to them during the
grantor-appellant's lifetime in certain circumstances, as set forth at Article II1A. He noted that the
goal of the Trust is to provide income to the grantor-appellant during his lifetime, so that it would
not be prudent for the trustees to distribute trust principal to the Beneficiaries while the grantor-
appellant is still living. Mr. Worthington and appellant's counsel agreed that upon the grantor-
appellant's death, the appellant's spouse would become the income beneficiary of the Trust, and
that only upon the appellant's spouse's death would the Beneficiaries' interests fully vest
(Testimony).13

To date, the Beneficiaries have not received any distributions of principal from the Trust
(Testimony).

1 1 Appellant's counsel correctly points out that the MassHealth memo (Ex. 5) cites to a repealed state law, G.I,, c.
203, § 25A, for the proposition that if a trust does not otherwise specify, a trustee may invest the principal of that
trust in annuity contracts issued by life insurance companies on the life of any beneficiary of the trust.
l2Neilher Mr. Worthington nor appellant's counsel addressed whether the grantor-appellant might appoint trust
principal to himself, since the grant or-appellant is himself a beneficiary of the Trust, under Article HIE.
nHowcvcr, as noted at f.n. 1, supra, the appellant's spouse has already died.
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In his October 9, 2014 memorandum, appellant's counsel argues that in the event the trustees
purchased an annuity on the appellant's behalf, payments to the appellant by the tnistees would be
partially of income and partially of principal. The appellant's counsel argues that reasonable
accounting principles, as well as the language of the Trust, would require the return of the principal
portion of the payment to the corpus of the trust. Thus, the principal of the Trust would not be
available to the appellant under these circumstances, as MassHealth asserts (Ex. 9, p. 22-23).

Mr. Reppucci, who drafted the Trust in this matter, testified that when he met with the appellant
and his spouse prior to execution of the trust instruments, they did not have any intent to use the
trust assets for their care and support. Tn addition, he testified that he told the appellant and his
spouse once assets were transferred into these irrevocable trusts, they could not get the assets back
(Testimony).

Mr. Reppucci also testified that as Trust Protector, he is charged with making administrative
changes to the Trust to clarify any ambiguities, and he is empowered to make any changes to the
Trust in response to changes in the law. To date, Mr. Reppucci has not been asked to clarify any
ambiguities in the Trust, He also clarified that the authority of the Trust Protector to amend
withdrawal rights, as set forth in Article VITIH4, are inapplicable in this matter, since none were
reserved by any of the beneficiaries of this Trust (Testimony).

The gran tor-appellant and MassHealth agree that the income generated by the Trust, if any, is
countable to the appellant.

There was no testimony offered about who, if anyone, currently occupies the real estate located at
18 Thorndike Street, Lowell, which comprises a portion of the Trust principal,15

C. Evidence Submitted Durinu the Record Open Period

At the close of the hearing, the hearing officer left the record open for MassHealth to submit a reply
memorandum to the memorandum submitted by appellant's counsel at hearing. A MassHealth
attorney submitted a reply memorandum on October 30, 2014, which stated that Lewis v.
Alexander, 685 F.3d 325 (3d Cir. 2012), cited by the appellant in his memorandum, relates to
pooled trusts and not the type of trust at issue in this appeal, that is, a self-settled inter vivos trust.
MassHeallh quotes the court in Lewis as follows:

Congress made a specific choice to expand the types of assets being treated as
trusts and to unambiguously require States to count trusts against Medicaid
eligibility. Its primary objective was to prevent Medicaid recipients from
receiving taxpayer-funded health care while they sheltered their own assets for
their benefit and the benefit of their heirs.

MThere is no evidence in the record as to the amount of income generated by the Trust.
l5The grantor-appellant's address on the Senior Member Benefit Request (MBR) within Ex. 4, and on the Durable
Power of Attorney instrument executed in April, 2006 (Ex. 3), is 18 Thorndike Road, Lowell.
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(Emphasis added by MassHcaith; citations omitted)

MassHcaith also asserted in its reply memorandum that the cases cited by the appellant in his legal
memorandum for the proposition that i'ederal and state trust laws must be respected when
MassHealth evaluates a trust for Medicaid eligibility purposes, are inapposite. MassHealth further
asserts that the only relevant inquiry is "whether any portion of the trust income or principal that
may, under the terms of the Trust, be used for the benefit of the individual is considered available
and countable" (citing 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(a)) (Ex. 11),

MassHealth also notes that a recent Worcester Superior Court decision in the matter of Estate of
Evcrlina Roche v. Thorn (Superior Court C.A. no. WOCV2013-02261A, decided September 22,
2014), held that principal of the trust at issue in that matter was countable because, among other
things, the appellant had the power to transfer assets in exchange for assets of equivalent value,
which the court explicitly held was the power of the appellant alone. M. at p. 11 (citations omitted).
MassHealth argues that Article IIC of this Trust has identical language, thus bolstering its position
that the principal is countable to the grantor-appellant.

MassHealth also argues that the decision of the Worcester Superior Court in another matter,
O'Learv v. Thorn (Superior Court C.A. no. WOCV2013-02013A, decided September 11, 2014),
cited by the appellant, holding that MassHealth had erred when it determined principal in the trust
in that matter was countable to the appellant, was non-binding, and was still within the statutory
time period for an appeal (Id.).

Finally, MassHealth argued in its reply memorandum that the appellant's reliance on prior decisions
of the Board of Hearings (BOH) in which trust principal was deemed unavailable to appellants is
unavailing, to the extent that BOH decisions "do not have precedential value and are not
dispositive," and further asserting that "each BOH decision is binding as to only the applicant
whose eligibility determination is under review." Id. at p. 9.

On November 13, 2014, the appellant submitted a responsive legal memorandum. The main points
of that responsive legal memorandum are that appellants before the BOH on the issue of the
countability of trusts are entitled to administrative consistency in these decisions. The appellant also
argues that MassHealth prefers to "nitpick" isolated provisions in trusts to determine that the
principal is available and countable to the grantor-appellants, despite the position taken by
MassHealth in an appeal heard in Newburyport Superior Court in the matter of Muriel Doherty v.
Director of the Office of Medicaid (Superior Court C.A. No. 2007-00291).16 The position set forth
in the MassHcaith legal brief in Doherty (a copy of that legal brief is attached to appellant's

l6The BOH decision finding the corpus of the trust to be countable to the appellant in Doherty was upheld by the
Superior Court, and upon further review, upheld by the Massachusetts Appeals Court (74 Mass. App. Ct. 439 (2009)).
In the Appeals Court decision, the court noted that the trust in question "constitutes a remarkably fluid legal vehicle,
intelligently structured to provide both Muriel and the trustees maximum flexibility to respond to Muriel's changing
life needs. Indeed, embedded in the trust's governing recitation is not only an explicit assessment that public or other
charitable benefits will likely be insufficient to provide Muriel the quality of life she might desire, but the corollary
implicit direction for the trustees, in such case, to invade assets to make up that difference" (Id. at p. 442).
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submission) is that trust instruments must be read as a harmonious whole, and read in such a way
that no part of the trust language is left meaningless (Ex. 12).

The appellant further argues in his memorandum that MassHealth has only recently taken the
position that ''federal Medicaid lawi effectively creates a presumption that a Trust containing the
assets of an applicant (and/or spouse) is countable in an eligibility determination;" and that
MassHeaJth does not deny that the Medicaid Program Operations Manual System (POMS), binding
on state Medicaid Programs, contains no provision that directs that state trust law be ignored;
contains no provision thai a termination provision in which a trustee can distribute assets to the
remainderpersons results in an income-only irrevocable trust being treated as available to the
applicant; and contains no provision that the possible investment by the trustee of an income-only
irrevocable trust in annuities, life insurance or other investment renders principal available to the
grantor or the grantor's spouse; contains no provision that the reservation of a limited power of
appointment or special power of appointment in an income-only irrevocable trust renders principal
available to the grantor-applicant or spouse; and that it contains no provision that the reservation of
a power of substitution of assets in an income-only irrevocable trust renders the principal of the
trust available to the grantor-applicant or spouse (Id- at p. 11).

In addition, the appellant submitted an affidavit from Steven Weiss, Esq., a shareholder in the law
firm Shatz, Schwartz and Fentin in Springfield, Mass. The affidavit reflects that Mr. Weiss has a
background in bankruptcy law, and that he has frequently served as a bankruptcy trustee. Mr. Weiss
opines in his affidavit that pursuant to the Trust in this matter, the corpus of the Trust is not owned
by the appellant, could not be reached by creditors of the appellant, nor could the corpus be
included in the grantor-appellant's bankruptcy estate (Id.).

Finally, the appellant submitted with his memorandum an affidavit of Alex L. Moschella, Esq., a
Massachusetts "elder law" attorney for the past thirty years, Mr. Moschella states that he has
reviewed case summaries in 48 matters that include the search term "any circumstances," as that
term is used in 42 USC § 1396p (the federal Medicaid statute), and that he found only 10 that
affirmed a denial of Medicaid benefits based on the determination that the assets in a self-settled,
inter vivos trust were considered countable. He further indicates that in each of these 10 cases,
based on his analysis, the trusts were considered countable because the particular trusts' terms gave
the trustees discretion to distribute principal to the grantors, or because the grantors had the right to
withdraw principal from the trust without adequate substitution of principal (Id.).

On November 20, 2014, the last day of the record open period in this matter, the appellant filed a
supplemental brief, the thrust of which is that MassHealth did not appeal, within the applicable time
period, the decision of the Worcester Superior Court in O'Leary v. Thorn (Superior Court C.A. no.
WOCV2013-02013A), despite MassHealth having asserted in its reply memorandum that the
Superior Court failed to apply a Medicaid analysis to the facts of the case, and that the court had
committed both errors of fact and law in rendering its decision (Ex. 13 at p. 1). The appellant goes
on to assert that because MassHealth did not file a notice of appeal in the O'Leary case, "all of
Office of Medicaid's criticisms of the decision and its arguments of law now lack credibility" (Id).
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Findings of Fact

Based on a preponderance of the evidence, I find the following;

1. The appellant, who is 91 years old, was admitted to a nursing facility on March 11, 2014
(Testimony, Ex. 4).

2. There is no community spouse (Testimony, Ex. 4).

3. The appellant submitted an application for MassHealth long-term care benefits on June 19,
2014 and requested a benefit start date of June 6, 2014 (Testimony, Ex. 4).

4. MassHealth denied the application on August 1, 2014 for excess countable assets (Exhibit
1).

5. The appellant timely appealed the denial on August 29, 2014 (Exhibit 2).

6. MassIIealth determined that the appellant has $844,350.79 in excess assets in a trust, which
MassHealth found to be countable. The trust assets include half the assessed value of real
estate in Lowell, MA (valued at $127,600.00) as well as eight bank accounts containing
assets in the amount of $718,748.79 (Testimony, Ex. 4).

7. The Trust was established on May 10, 2007 (Exhibit 6).

8. Appellant's share of real estate located at 18 Thorndike Street, Lowell was conveyed into
Trust on May 10, 2007 (Id.)

9. Appellant lived in the subject real estate with his spouse prior to entering a nursing facility
(Testimony).

10. The Trust is irrevocable, and the grantor and lifetime, income-only beneficiary of the Trust
is the appellant. The contingent income-only beneficiary of the Trust is the appellant's
spouse, who has since died. The trustees of the Trust are J.V. and N.V., two of the
appellant's sons (Id.).

11. The contingent remainder beneficiaries of the Trust are the appellant's three sons, J.V.,
N.V., and P.V. and their issue (Id-)-

12. Article IX of the Trust provides

Except as specifically set forth herein, the [appellant] hereby expressly waives any and all
right which he may have, by operation of law or otherwise, to alter, amend, revoke, or
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otherwise change the terms of this Trust or any of the provisions hereof.

(Ex. 6)

13. Article IIA of the Trust provides

The Trustee shall distribute to the [appellant] or apply for his benefit such amounts of net
income only, as the Trustees believe desirable from time to time for the [appellant's] health,
support in reasonable comfort, best interests and welfare, considering all circumstances and
factors deemed pertinent by the Trustees. Any undistributed net income shall be
accumulated and added to principal, as from time to time determined by the Trustees.

(Ex. 6)

14. Article IIC of the Trust states

Notwithstanding anything herein contained to the contrary, the [appellant] hereby retains in
a non-fiduciary capacity without the approval or consent of any person in a fiduciary
capacity, the power to reacquire the trust corpus and Trust Principal by substituting other
property of an equivalent value, as per IRC Section 675(4)(C). This power is applicable to
the entire income and principal of this Trust.

(Ex. 6)

15. Article II1A of the Trust provides

Prior to the death of the [appellant] upon obtaining the written consent of all adult
beneficiaries, the Trustees shall have discretion to distribute principal, in equal or unequal
amounts as determined by the Trustees, to one or more of the following named persons:

J.V of Lowell; N.V. of Lowell; and P.V. of Lowell

or to the issue of any of the above-named persons who are not living, said named persons
and his/her issue, if that named person is deceased, hereinafter being referred to as a
Beneficiary or Beneficiaries.

(Ex. 6)

16. Article IIIC of the Trust provides

As of the date of death of the [appellant], if G.V., the spouse of the [appellant] is not then
living, or upon the death of G.V,, the Trustees shall distribute all remaining Trust Principal,
together with all accrued or undistributed net income of the Trust, in equal shares to the
following named persons:
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J.V of Lowell; N.V. of Lowell; and P.V. of Lowell

or to the issue of any of the above-named persons, for those named persons not then living
as of the date of the death of the [appellant].

(Ex. 6)

17. Article HIE of the Trust states

During the lifetime of the [appellant], the [appellant], by written instrument duly witnessed
and notarized and/or by the terms of his Last Will and Testament, reserves the power and
right to at any time modify, amend and/or change the percentage allocations or shares to
which any beneficiary hereunder may be entitled.

(Ex. 6)

18. Article IVD of the Trust states

If at any time after the death of the [appellant], the Trustees shall determine that the Trust is
of a size that is no longer economical to administer, the Trustees, without further
responsibility, may (but need not) distribute all Trust assets together with all accrued or
undistributed net income of the Trust in equal shares to the Beneficiaries herein named.

(Ex. 6)

19. Article V of the Trust states that the Trustees shall have broad power to deal with the assets
of the Trust, including but not limited to selling assets at private or pubic sale, borrowing
money against assets of the Trust, investing Trust assets in bonds and stocks, paying all
expenses incurred in the administration of the trust, dealing with fiduciaries of any other
trust or estate, lending money to the personal representative of the appellant's estate,
receiving real and personal property to be added to the Trust, and performing all other acts
necessary for the proper management, investment, and distribution of Trust property (Ex.
6).

20. Article VD of the Trust states

Notwithstanding the terms of this instrument, no power or authority given to the Trustees
hereunder shall be deemed or construed to permit the [appellant] to borrow from the
Trustees or the Trust, or the Trustees or the Trust to loan to the [appellant], all or any
portion of the income and/or principal of the Trust, and in fact any such action by the
Trustees is expressly prohibited.

(Kx. 6)
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21. Article VIF of the Trust provides

Notwithstanding anything set forth herein to the contrary, the [appellant] reserves and shall
have the right, not more frequently than once per twelve (12) month period., to terminate and
replace any Trustee herein nominated, named, appointed or serving, or to name a substitute
Trustee for any deceased Trustee or to replace a Trustee who has resigned, upon written
notice to the Trustee to that effect which shall be effective upon the written acceptance of a
successor, independent Trustee named, nominated and/or so appointed by the [appellant].
The [appellant] may not appoint himself as a Trustee.

(Ex. 6)

22. Article VIIIA of the Trust designates Attorney D.R. as Trust Protector, providing as
follows:

The function of the Trust Protector is to assist, if needed, in protecting the interests of
beneficiaries and in achieving the objectives of this instrument. To carry out that function,
the Trust Protector is hereby empowered to amend this Trust so as to correct any errors or
ambiguities found in this instrument and to respond to changes in the law that may affect
any trusts herein created.

(Ex. 6)

23. Article VIIIE of the Trust states that a Trust Protector may not appoint himself as a Trustee
(Id.).

24. Pursuant to Article VIIIH of the Trust, the Trust Protector is empowered to amend:

1. The Trust's administrative and investment powers as may be set forth therein;
2. Provisions to reflect tax or other legal changes that affect trust administration;
3. Provisions to correct ambiguities that might otherwise require court construction or

interpretation; or
4. The withdrawal rights, if any, granted under [the Trust].

(Id.)

25. The Trust Protector may not revoke the Trust under any circumstances (Testimony).

Analysis and Conclusions of Law

MassIIealth regulation 130 CMR 520.023 governing Trusts or Similar Legal Devices Created on or
after August 11, 1993 is applicable in this matter. The regulation states in relevant part:
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The trust and transfer rules at 42 U.S.C. 1396p apply to trusts or similar legal
devices created on or after August 11, 1993, that are created or funded other
than by a will. Generally, resources held in a trust are considered available if
under any circumstances described in the terms of the trust, any of the
resources can be made available to the individual.
(A) Look-Back Period for Transfers into or from Trusts.
(1) Look-Back Period.
(a) For transfers made before February 8, 2006, the look-back period is 36
months for trusts where all or any portion of the income or principal of an
irrevocable trust can be paid to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility
resident, but is paid instead to someone else.
(b) The look-back period is 60 months
(1) for transfers made on or after February 8, 2006, subject to the phase-in
described in 130 CMR 520.019(B)(2), if all or any portion of the income or
principal of a trust can be paid to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility
resident, but is instead paid to someone else;
(ii) if payments are made from a revocable trust to other than the nursing-
facility resident and are not for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident; or
(iii) if payments are made into an irrevocable trust where all or a portion
of the trust income or principal cannot under any circumstances be paid
to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident.
(2) Period of Ineligibility Due to a Disqualifying Transfer. The MassIIealth
agency determines the amount of the transfer and the period of ineligibility
for payment of nursing-facility services in accordance with the rules at 130
CMR 520.019(0).

(Emphasis added)

There is no dispute that the transfer of resources (both cash and real estate) in this matter occurred
well before ihe 60-rnonlh lookback period set forth in MassHeallh regulation 130 CMR
520,023(A). The date of the conveyance of the real estate into the Trust was May 10, 2007. A
Senior MBR on appellant's behalf seeking long-term care benefits was not filed until June 19,
2014. Therefore, the typical real estate countability rules of 130 CMR 520.007 and 130 CMR
520.008 do not apply, because the real estate was owned by the Trust during the lookback period.

I do not agree with MassHealth that the Trust is this matter is revocable, and find instead that it is
irrevocable. An irrevocable trust is defined as "a trust that cannot be in any way revoked by the
grantor" (130 CMR 515.001). The Trust provides at Article IX that the appellant cannot alter,
amend, revoke, or otherwise change the terms of the Trust. As there is no provision that allows for
the Trust to be revoked by the appellant as grantor, the Trust is irrevocable.

Federal law at 42 U.S.C. 1396(d)(3)(B)(i) states, in pertinent part:

In the case of an irrevocable trust, if there are any circumstances under which
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payment from the trust could be made to or for the benefit of the individual, the
portion of the corpus from which, or the income on the corpus from which,
payment to the individual could be made shall be considered resources available
to the individual. . .

(emphasis added).

Regulation 130 CMR 520.023 addresses trusts that were created on or after August 11, 1993, and
reads in pertinent part as follows:

The trust and transfer rules at 42 U.S.C. 1396p apply to trusts or similar legal
devices created on or after August 11, 1993, that are created or funded other
than by a will. Generally, resources held in a trust are considered available if
under any circumstances described in the terms of the trust, any of the
resources can be made available to the individual.

(C) Irrevocable Trusts.
(3) Portion Payable.
(a) Any portion of the principal or income from the principal (such as
interest) of an irrevocable trust that could be paid under any circumstances to
or for the benefit of the individual is a countable asset.
(b) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust
made to or for the benefit of the individual are countable income,
(c) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust
made to another and not to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident
are considered transfers of resources for less than fair-market value and are
treated in accordance with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 520.019(0).
(d) The home or former home of a nursing-facility resident or spouse
held in an irrevocable trust that is available according to the terras of the
trust is a countable asset. Where the home or former home is an asset of
the trust, it is not subject to the exemptions of 130 CMR 520.007(G)(2) or
520.007(G)(8).
(2) Portion Not Payable. Any portion of the principal or income from the
principal (such as interest) of an irrevocable trust that could not be paid under
any circumstances to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident will be
considered a transfer for less than fair-market value and treated in accordance
with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 520.019(G).

(Emphasis added)

In addition, 130 CMR 520,024(A) addresses irrevocable trusts:

(A) Irrevocable Trust.
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(1) The assets and income held in an irrevocable trust established by the
individual or spouse that the trustee is required to distribute to or for the
benefit of the individual are countable.
(2) Payments from the income or principal of an irrevocable trust established
by the individual or spouse to or for the benefit of the individual are
countable.
(3) The assets and income held in an irrevocable trust established by other
than the individual or spouse that the trustee is required to distribute to the
individual are countable.
(4) Payments from the income or the principal of an irrevocable trust
established by other than the individual or spouse to the individual are
countable.

In this matter, the corpus of the Trust is comprised in part of the grantor-appellant's share of real
estate located at 18 Thorndikc Street in Lowell. In its eligibility determination, MassHealth
indicated that one-half the total assessed value of the real estate ($255,200.00), or $127,600.00, is
in the Trust and is countable to the appellant, I agree with MassHealth that the appellant's share
of the real estate is countable because it is his former home, because the real estate was available
to him, and because he lived there until he entered a nursing home. Pursuant to 130 CMR
520.023(C)(l)(d), "the home or former home of a nursing-facility resident or spouse held in an
irrevocable trust that is available according to the terms of the trust is a countable asset." The
appellant did not dispute that he lived in this real estate prior to being admitted to a nursing
facility; indeed, it is the address of record listed on his Senior MBR, and on his Durable Power of
Attorney instrument. There is no question that the real estate was "available" to the appellant, as
MassHealth interprets that term. In the MassHealth memo, MassIIealth states that it interprets
"available" to mean available for use. Appellant's counsel urges a different interpretation, stating
that 42 USC § 1396p(d)(3)(B) is clear that an asset is "available" only when it is "liquid" and may
actually be paid to, or for the benefit of, the beneficiary. On this point, T defer to MassHealth's
interpretation of the applicable regulation and federal law.

While sections (a), (b) and (c) of regulation 130 CMR 520.023(C)(1) require a finding that the
trustee has discretion under any set of circumstances to pay or distribute principal to the grantor-
appellant, section (d) does not. Section (d) also does not distinguish between trust income and
principal, as the prior sections do. The plain language of 130 CMR 520.023(C)(l)(d) is that "the
home or former home of a nursing-facility resident or spouse held in an irrevocable trust that is
available according to the terms of the trust is a countable asset," without further qualification. I
therefore find that MassHealth was correct that the appellant's former home in trust is a
countable asset. The appellant will be allowed to cure the home in trust pursuant to 130 CMR
520.024(C).17

With regard to the cash held in the corpus of the Trust, a different analysis applies. The application

17There was no testimony presented at hearing about whether any rent-paying tenants reside in the real estate, which
could conceivably increase the income available to the appellant from the Trust.
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of the relevant test - whether are any circumstances under which payment from the trust from
these assets could be made to or for the benefit of the individual - yields a different answer with
regard to the bank accounts held in Trust.

Although MassIIealth argues that the grantor-appellant has the authority to amend or revoke the
Trust, this is expressly prohibited by Article IX of the Trust. In addition, MassIIealth argues that the
Trust Protector may amend or terminate the Trust, making it countable to the appellant. My reading
of Article VIII reflects that the Trust Protector may amend this Trust so as to correct any errors or
ambiguities found in this instrument and to respond to changes in the law that may affect this Trust,
or other trusts created under this Trust. In other words, the Trust Protector may make only
administrative changes to the Trust, not changes that could under any circumstance make principal
available to the appellant (such as by terminating the Trust). Further, the Trust Protector's powers
are narrowly tailored to those listed at Article VIIH (1) through (4), none of which permit the
termination of the Trust by the Trust Protector, or amendment of the Trust in any substantive way.
Finally, Article VIIIE does not permit the Trust Protector to appoint himself as a trustee. Thus, there
is no possible scenario I can envision in which the Trust Protector could give principal to the
appellant.

further, the grantor-appellant's right to reacquire the corpus of the Trust, and substitute assets of an
equivalent value, does not permit him to acquire anything of value from the Trust, as MassHeakh
asserts. A reservation of a power of substitution does not equate to an appellant's right to access
Trust principal, because the appellant would have to contribute something of an equivalent value to
the Trust in return.

With regard to the appellant's power to appoint assets to the beneficiaries, either during his lifetime
or in his will, set forth in Article HIE, one needs to look at the entire Trust in order to parse the
meaning of this specific provision. This power of the grantor-appellant applies to the shares of
principal that the Beneficiaries may receive during their lifetimes, although one would expect the
corpus of the Trust to be substantially preserved for the appellant's benefit during his lifetime.
"Beneficiaries" as defined in Article III are the appellant's sons, J.V., N.V., and P.V. However, the
appellant is himself a beneficiary of this Trust during his lifetime. Thus, the question arises whether
the appellant could appoint shares of principal to himself under this provision. Reading the Trust as
a whole, however, I find that other provisions, such as Article IIA ("The Trustee shall distribute to
the Grantor or apply for his benefit such amounts of net income only"), Article VD ("no power or
authority given to the Trustees hereunder shall be deemed or construed to permit the Grantor to
borrow from the Trustees or the Trust, or the Trustees or the Trust to loan to the Grantor, all or any
portion of the income and/or principal of the Trust") and Article VIF ("The Grantor may not
appoint himself as a Trustee") renders this possibility inconsistent with other provisions of the
Trust.

In addition, the class of "Beneficiaries" in Article HIE is limited to those listed, the appellant's sons.
The contingent income-only beneficiary of this Trust, the appellant's spouse, and the income-only
beneficiary, the appellant, are not referred to as "beneficiaries" in the Trust (although they are).
This analysis of the language of the Trust also makes it highly inconceivable that the appellant, as a
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beneficiary, could appoint principal to himself during his lifetime.

I also do not agree with MassHealth that the trustees can convert principal to income under this
Trust by investing in an income-producing product, such as an annuity. An annuity payment is
composed partly of principal and partly of income. However, pursuant to the directive set forth in
Article IIA of the Trust, the trustees would have discretion to pay over to the grantor-appellant only
the income portion of an annuity during the grantor-appellant's lifetime, and to return the principal
portion to the corpus of the Trust. Thus, under the plain language of the Trust, the trustees could not
convert principal to income by purchasing an annuity.

Finally, I do not agree with MassHealth that the Trust in the instant matter is, like the trust
instrument at issue in Doherty v. Director of the Office of Medicaid. 74 Mass.App.Cl. 439 (2009),
"a remarkably fluid legal vehicle, intelligently structured to provide both [appellant] and the
trustees maximum flexibility to respond to [appellant's] changing life needs." In the Dohcrty
matter, the Massachusetts Court of Appeals agreed with the BOH that "embedded in the trust's
governing recitation is not only an explicit assessment that public or other charitable benefits will
likely be insufficient to provide [appellant] the quality of life she might desire, but the corollary
implicit direction for the trustees, in such case, to invade assets to make up that difference" (Id. at
p. 442). The Trust here does not vest the trustees with discretion to make payments to the
appellant from principal to the extent that public funds such as Medicaid benefits are insufficient
to meet his needs, The Trust limits distributions to the appellant of income only, and following
his death, of income only to his spouse if she is still living. Only the contingent beneficiaries,
J.V., N.V., and P.V., may receive distributions of principal during the grantor-appellant's lifetime
upon the trustee obtaining the written consent of all adult beneficiaries of the Trust. Further,
under Article IVD, this Trust may not be terminated by the trustees until after the death of the
grantor-appellant, in contrast to that in Doherty, where the trustee could terminate the trust if he,
"in [his] sole judgment, determined that the fund created shall at any time be of a size which
shall make it inadvisable or unnecessary to continue such Trust fund," and at that point could pay
over principal to Doherty (Id. at p. 441).

What remains unclear from the record is how much income the Trust has produced. There was no
evidence presented by either party as to any accountings that have been made by the trustees at
any time during the existence of the Trust, although none are required during the appellant's
lifetime, pursuant to Article VIH of the Trust. However, the parties are in agreement that income
paid by the Trust to the appellant is countable (o him, and thus regulation 130 CMR 520.029,
"Countable-Income Amount," is applicable in this matter.18

I8That regulation provides as follows:
(A) Overview.
(1) An individual's and the spouse's gross earned and unearned income less certain business expenses and standard
income deductions is referred to as the countable-income amount. In determining gross monthly income, the
MassHealth agency multiplies the average weekly income by 4.333 unless the income is monthly.
(2) For community residents, the countable-income amount is compared to the applicable income standard to
determine the individual's financial eligibility.
(3) For institutionalized individuals, specific deductions described in 130 CMR 520.026 are applied against the
individual's countable-income amount to determine the patient-paid amount.
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The appellant must also meet the asset limits set forth at 130 CMR 520.003 in order to qualify
for MassHealth Standard to pay for his nursing home care.jy However, since the value of the real
estate is countable to the appellant as discussed, supra, he will be permitted an opportunity to
cure the home in trust, and to spend down his assets, within thirty days of the date of this
decision.

For the above reasons, this appeal is DENIED in part, and APPROVED in part.

Order for MassHealth

Rescind the notice dated August 1, 2014. Disregard bank account assets in the amount of
$718,748.79 held in Trust when determining appellant's eligibility. Allow the appellant 30 days
from the date of this decision to spend down excess assets, and to cure the home in trust pursuant to
130CMR520.024(C).

Notification of Your Right to Appeal to Court

If you disagree with this decision, you have the right to appeal to Court in accordance with Chapter
30A of the Massachusetts General Laws. To appeal, you must file a complaint with the Superior
Court for the county where you reside, or Suffolk County Superior Court, within 30 days of your
receipt of this decision.

(4) The types of income that arc considered in the determination of eligibility are described in 130 CMR 520.009,
520.018, 520,019, and 520.021 through 520.024. These include income to which the applicant, member, or spouse
would be entitled whether or not actually received when failure to receive such income results from the action or
inaction of the applicant, member, spouse, or person acting on his or her behalf. In determining whether or not
failure to receive such income is reasonably considered to result from such action or inaction, the MassHealth agency
will consider the specific circumstances involved.
(B) MassHealth Income Standards. Generally, financial eligibility is based on a percentage of the federal poverty
level. The monthly federal poverty level standards are determined according to annual standards published in the
Federal Register. The MassHealth agency adjusts these standards annually using the following formula.
(1) Divide the annual federal poverty level income standard as it appears in the Federal Register by 12.
(2) Multiply the unrounded monthly income standard by the applicable federal poverty level percentage.
(3) Round up to the next whole dollar to arrive at the monthly income standards.
19 Asset Limit. (A) The total value of countable assets owned by or available to individuals applying for or receiving
MassHealth Standard, Family Assistance, or Limited may not exceed the following limits:
(1) for an individual — $2,000;...
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Implementation of this Decision

If you expcrienee problems with the implementation of this decision, you should report this in
writing to the Director of the Board of Hearings at the address on the first page of this decision.

Paul C, Moore
Hearing Officer
Board of Hearings

ce:
MassIIcalth Representative; Justine Ferreira
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